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The method for large-scale synthesis of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder was developed
using pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma with time-controlled feedstock feeding
method (PMITP+TCFF method). In this method, the feedstock was synchronously and
intermittently injected into the PMITP torch with coil-current modulation. As a result,
Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder was successfully synthesized with a production rate of about
400 g/h at an input power of 20 kW. In addition, the mean particle diameter was also
successfully controlled by coil-current modulation.
Furthermore, two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy (2D OES) was carried out
to investigate spatiotemporal distribution of Ti and TiO vapor during TiO2 nanopowder
synthesis using the conventional ICTP or PMITP+TCFF method. In addition, the spa-
tiotemporal distribution of Ti excitation temperature (TTiex ) was also estimated from the
2D OES results. Investigation results suggest that injected Ti feedstock was evaporated to
form high concentration of Ti vapor at on- and o-axis region, while TiO vapor was almost
simultaneously generated in low-temperature on-axis region. In addition, it was also con-
rmed that the PMITP+TCFF method is eective for ecient feedstock evaporation and
precursor TiO formation.
Furthermore, Ti vapor admixture ratio (XTi) was also estimated with T
Ti
ex during Ti
nanopowder synthesis to investigate Ti vapor admixing eect on plasma temperature. The
XTi was estimated from the 2D OES results and the calculated emission coecients. These
estimation results revealed much higher XTi and higher temperature at o-axis region






1.1.1 Overview of plasma
The dierent states of matter existing on the earth are solid, liquid, and gas. As shown
in Fig. 1.1, these matter changes in phase depend on its temperature or internal energy. In
solid state, atoms and molecules in the material hardly move because of very low kinetic
energy. In liquid and gas states, neutral particles move freely in the space because the
kinetic energy is higher than that of solid state. If the energy applied to matter is increased
more from gas state, neutral particles can be splitted into electrons and ions, that is,
ionization. This fourth state of matter is called ionized gas or \Plasma".
Any ionized gas cannot be called a plasma. Plasma always containing electrons, ions
(positive and negative ions of atoms and molecules) and neutral atoms and/or molecules.
Thus, plasma is microscopically charged negatively or positively because it contain both
negative and positive species. In plasma state, however, negative and positive charged
particle move collectivity. In addition, plasma containing the same number of negative
and positive species. Consequently, plasma is electrically neutral in macroscopic view if
characteristic length is much longer than the Debye length. In summary, A plasma is a
quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles which exhibits collective behavior. This is
a fundamental and useful denition of plasma [1].
As already described above, plasma contains electrons and other neutral and charged
particles. The mass of electron is much lighter than other particles. Thus ions and neutral
particles are often classied \heavy particle". Due to dierences of particle mass, electron
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Fig. 1.1: States of materials.
and other heavy particle often have dierent kinetic energy in the plasma. Thus, elec-
tron and other heavy particle often have dierent kinetic temperature as discussed in the
following paragraph.
1.1.2 Concept of temperature
Plasma is composed by electrons, ions and neutral particles. Because of large mass
dierence between electron and other heavy particle, the electron and other heavy particle
can obtain dierent kinetic energy (i.e. kinetic temperature). The kinetic temperature of
the electron and other heavy particles are expressed as \electron temperature" and \heavy
particle temperature", respectively. These temperatures in plasma are dened by average
kinetic energy of that particle. If the particles follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,







where m is the mass of particle, (v2)1=2 is its root mean square velocity, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the kinetic temperature. Thus, to describe kinetic energy or other pa-
rameters in the plasma on a macroscopic scale, microscopic properties have to be averaged.
For this purpose, the velocity distribution function of the particle should be introduced.
The velocity distribution function f(~v; ~r; t) depends on the space coordinate ~r, and ve-
locity ~v at that coordinate and time t. The number of particle dwelling in the volume
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Fig. 1.2: Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of Argon atom as function of velocity
and temperature.
element dxdydz (=d~r) and having velocities in the velocity element ~v ! ~v+ d~v is given by
following equation:
N = f(~v; ~r; t)  d~v  d~r (1.2)
where N is the total number of particle. Thus, the integration of Eq. (1.2) over the total
velocity space gives the total particle number density n(~r; t)
n(~r; t) =
Z
f(~v; ~r; t)d~v (1.3)
The velocity distribution function f(~v; ~r; t) gives existence probability of particle at that
velocity.
Some distribution functions are studies and found. One of the famous distribution func-
tion is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function. If the collision frequency between
each particles are very high, energy of each particles are fully exchanged. Thus, this high
collision frequency leads a plasma to complete-equilibrium state. Under the complete-
equilibrium state, the distribution function is steady, uniform, and isotropic. The number
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of particles having velocities between v ! v + dv, in random directions at an absolute













Fig. 1.2 shows the velocity distribution function of Argon (Ar) atom as functions of tem-
perature and velocity. When the plasma has high temperature, particles in the plasma can
obtain high energy, thus the proportion of higher speed particles is increased.
These distribution function is very important property to determine the temperature in
the plasma. There are some kinds of \temperature" in the plasma; electron temperature,
heavy particle temperature, rotational and vibrational temperature of diatomic molecule,
and excitation temperature. Former two temperatures, electron temperature and heavy
particle temperature, are based on the kinetic energy of the translational motion of these
particles. In the following section, the temperature based on the energy of the translational
motion of particle is described as temperature for simplicity.
1.1.3 Classication of plasma by temperature
Various kinds of plasma sources have been found and developed up to now. Each type
of plasma has typical temperature and electron density as shown in Fig. 1.3. Thus, \tem-
perature" is one of the important parameter to classify plasmas.
As already described above section, plasma has various kinds of temperature, and electron
and heavy particle temperatures are most fundamental temperature in plasmas. Thus in
this section, plasmas are classied by temperature dierences between electron and heavy
particle.
If heavy particle temperature is equal to electron temeprature, that plasma is called
\thermal equilibrium plasma (thermal plasma)". Thermal plasma has very high gas tem-
perature up to few thousands kelvin or few tens thousands kelvin. Because of its high
temperature, thermal plasma also has high chemical activity eld. These high temperature
and high chemical activity eld enable us to use thermal plasma for various kinds of mate-
rial processing such as nanopowder synthesis, surface modication, deposition, arc cutting
and welding, and combustion processes.
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Fig. 1.3: Classication of plasmas by electron temperature and electron density.
In contrast, if heavy particle temperature is not equal to electron temperature, that
plasma is classied \thermal non-equilibrium plasma". Non-thermal plasma has lower gas
temperature compared with electron temperature. Gas temperature in non-thermal plasma
is close to room temperature. However, the electron temperature often have few eV for
thermal non-equilibrium plasma. If gas temperature is lower than room temperature, that
plasma is categorized into cryo-plasma. Non-thermal plasma is generally used for low
temperature process such as medicine, sterilization, semiconductor manufacturing, and so
on.
The thermal plasma and its application are mainly discussed in this thesis.
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Fig. 1.5: Schematic of ICTP torch.
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1.2 Inductively coupled thermal plasma system
An RF discharge can be maintained either by capacitive coupling or inductive coupling
with the power source. An inductive coupling discharge is often called \inductively cou-
pled (thermal) plasma", and maintained by the time-varying magnetic eld generated by
high frequency (e.g. few hundreds kHz to few MHz) coil-current [2]. The inductively cou-
pled thermal plasma (ICTP) is rstly established by T. B. Reed as shown in Fig. 1.4 [4].
Fig. 1.4(a) shows diagram of apparatus and drawing of torch and (b) illustrates photograph
of 1.5 kW plasma torch rstly established by T. B. Reed. In the ICTP torch, an induc-
tion coil is installed around quartz tube and it is connected to the RF power supply. An
induction thermal plasma is established inside of the quartz tube. In this type of plasma
source, the electrode and a plasma are spatially separated as shown in Fig. 1.4. Thus, in
principle, a high purity plasma is easily formed inside the quartz tube because there is no
contamination originated from suppering of electrode material. Fig. 1.5 shows a principle
of an ICTP [2]. In a RF-ICTP system, RF current is supplied into the induction coil to
generate alternating magnetic eld inside and outside of quartz tube. Due to alternating
magnetic eld, rotational electric led is also induced inside the quartz tube as shown in
Fig. 1.5. Charged particles are accelerated by electric eld, and then particles collides with
each other to ionize itself. Finally, an initial plasma is established inside quartz tube. After
starting of a plasma, the plasma is maintained by induction heating. As already described,
alternating magnetic eld induces an electric ring eld as shown in Fig. 1.5, which also
drives a current of density j. The plasma can be heated by joule-heating of induced eddy
current, and then the plasma temperature reaches extremely high temperature.
In the ICTP torch, the temperature distribution shows characteristic peak at o-axis
region. This characteristics temperature peak is primarily due to the skin eect. Since the
plasma has a relatively high electrical conductivity, the alternating magnetic eld cannot
penetrate the plasma. The penetration length of the electromagnetic eld is quantied as








where  is the electrical conductivity of the plasma, f is the frequency of the current, and
 is the permeability of the plasma. According to Eq. (1.5), alternating electromagnetic
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eld cannot penetrate into the plasma especially in case of high coil current frequency.
1.3 Nanoparticles
1.3.1 Overview of nanoparticle
Nanopowders and nanoparticles are dened as particles with diameters less than a hun-
dred nanometer. One of the important parameter of nanoparticles is its specic surface
area. The specic surface area is dened by surface area per unit volume. The specic
surface area of nanoparticle is much larger than that of bulk material. Thus, eciencies
of reaction occurring on the particle surface (e.g. chemical reaction, photocatalysis) are
remarkably higher compared with that of bulk material. In addition, when particle size
becomes less than the wavelength of light and magnetic domain of material, then new
chemical, optical, physical, electrical and quantitative characteristics can appear. One of
the famous eect for nanoparticle is that for gold nanoparticles. Fig. 1.6 shows color of
gold nanoparticle solutions for dierent particle size [6,7]. As shown in this gure, the color
of solutions changed depends on size of gold nanoparticle. This eect is known as surface
plasmon resonance on gold particle surface. These nanoparticles are anticipated as next
generation material because of the above unique characteristics.
Nanoparticle consists of countable atoms or molecules. Therefore, even slight impurities
of countable atoms or molecules can change the nanoparticle properties. In addition, a
large scale production method is also important on the practical situation. Thus, both
high quality and mass production are important subject to use nanoparticle in industrial
applications. Here \quality" means purity, dispersiveness, uniform structure, and stability
of characteristics.
To achieve both subject, many kinds of nanoparticle synthesis process have been inves-
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Fig. 1.6: Color and absorption spectra of gold solution. (a) Color of dierent-size gold
nanoparticle solutions [6]. (b) Absorption of colloidal gold found experimentally [7]. Num-
bers on curves indicate particle diameters in A(10 10) units. For small (30 nm) mono-
disperse gold nanoparticles, blue-green light (wavelength 450 nm) is absorbed while red
light (700 nm) is reected. Thus, solution color is rich red color. As increasing particle
sizes, absorbance of red light is increased while blue light is reected. Consequently solution
color becomes pale blue or purple color.
1.3.2 Nanoparticle synthesis method
1.3.2.1 Overview of nanoparticle synthesis method
Various kinds of nanoparticle synthesis methods have been developed so far. Nanoparticle
synthesis processes are classied into two types processes, break down process and build up
process. Break down process including method using solid precursor (solid phase method)
and build up process including method using liquid and gas precursor (liquid phase method
and gas phase method). The overview of breakdown process and build up process are
illustrated in Fig. 1.7 [8].
In the break down process in solid phase method, precursor of particle is bulk material.
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Build up from atom or molecule
 ⋅ Solid phase process : Bead milling, …
⋅ Liquid phase process :Sol-gel, Alkoxide, …
⋅ Gas phase process :CVD, PVD, Laser, Thermal plasma,  …
Bulk
Fig. 1.7: Overview of nanoparticle synthesis method.
Bulk material is pulverized by the applying of mechanical energy by milling with small
beads in the wet (in liquid) or dry environment. Solid phase method is very simple method.
However, it is hard to synthesize nano-size particle because of mitigation of mechanical
energy by the interaction between small particle-particle or bead.
In case of liquid or gas phase processes, nanoparticle is synthesized by chemical reaction in
liquid or gas phase. In liquid phase process, it is relatively easy to synthesize homogeneous
particles. However, synthesized particle fundamentally contains contamination because the
feedstock include particles other than the precursor in the liquid phase process.
Nanopowder synthesis method using laser and thermal plasma are categorized as gas
phase method. In gas phase method, feedstock is evaporated or vaporized to form pre-
cursor particles, then nanoparticles are synthesized from precursor vapor by condensation
and agglomeration processes. Various kinds of thermal plasma are used as heat source,
e.g. transfer and non-transfer arc plasma, inductively coupled thermal plasma, hybrid
plasma and so on. The common benet of gas phase method is that it can easily produce
nanoparticle in vary short time.
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1.3.2.2 Nanopowder synthesis using inductively coupled thermal plasmas
Nanoparticle synthesis method using inductively coupled thermal plasma (ICTP) , i.e.
ICTP method, is one of the gas phase method using a thermal plasma. Fig. 1.8 shows
nanoparticle synthesis procedure of ICTP method. For description, titanium dioxide (TiO2)
nanoparticle synthesis process is illustrated in Fig. 1.8 [9, 10]. TiO2 material is frequently
used as photocatalyst and other usefull application [11]{ [15]. In the ICTP method, TiO2
nanopowder can be synthesized through following processes: (a) Evaporation of feedstock
material in the thermal plasma to generate mixture of reactive O atom and Ti atom. (b)
Chemical reaction between O atom and Ti atom to form monomer species such as TiO
or TiO2 molecules. (c) Monomer species are condensed with/without seed particle to gen-
erate clusters (forward reaction). Generated clusters can be evaporated at the same time
(backward reaction). Nanoparticle nuclei are synthesized when the cluster size exceeds
critical size. (d) Nanoparticle grows by heterogeneous condensation to form primary parti-
cle. (e) Synthesized nanoparticles are agglomerated each other to form secondary particles
(aggregates). The series of processes take place within a several or several tens milli sec-
ond in the single device. Main advantages of ICTP method are (a) high temperature and
high chemical activity eld, (b) no-contamination process due to electrodeless discharge,
(c) short processing cycle time. The high temperature eld enables in the ICTP method
to use not only gas phase and liquid phase feedstock but also solid phase feedstock. The
ICTP method with such convenient characteristics has been applied to vairous nanopar-
ticle synthesis [16]{ [19]. However, when mass feedstock is injected into the ICTP torch,
the plasma temperature is easily decreased. Consequently, complete evaporation of large
amount of feedstock is not easy in the ICTP method. This issue makes it not easy to
improve the production rate (kg/h). In addition, control of particle size is also not easy
in the ICTP method. These two disadvantages are the barrier to use the ICTP method in
actual industrial application.
1.3.3 Experimental measurement method of nanoparticle synthe-
sis eld
Here, nanopowder synthesis processes are tabulated again as follows:
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ICTP method ( e.g. TiO2 NPs )
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(b) Chemical reaction to form monomers.
(c) Homogeneous/heterogeneous condensation to 
generate nuclei (forward reaction) and
evaporation of clusters (backward reaction).
(d) Particle growth by heterogeneous condensation and coagulation.






Fig. 1.8: Nanoparticle synthesis process using ICTP method.
1. Feedstock evaporation.
2. Mixing of feedstock vapor with reactive plasma gases.
3. Formation of monomer (precursor) species.
4. Cluster formation and stabilization as nuclei.
5. Nanoparticle growth.
6. Agglomeration of nanoparticles.
These rst to third processes are taken place mainly inside the thermal plasma by chemical
and physical reactions in it. Especially as a matter related to the rst process, feed-
stock evaporation eciency directly aects nanoparticle synthesis eciency. Thus, ecient
evaporation is necessary for ecient nanopowder synthesis. The controlling of nanopowder
size is an important issue to be improved as already described in previous section. Ag-
glomeration of nanoparticles increases size and decreases specic surface area of particle.
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These agglomeration of particle may degrade nanoparticle quality. Therefore, agglomer-
ation should be prevented to the keep nanoparticle quality. From the above reasons, a
nanopowder synthesis processes should be understood and claried in more detail to con-
trol these processes in the ICTP method. These processes have been investigated through
following experimental measurement.
1.3.3.1 Analysis of chemical composition of synthesis eld
The feedstock evaporation, mixing of feedstock vapor and monomer formation processes
involve changes in the chemical composition of the thermal plasma. Thus, changing of
chemical composition is often investigated for the reaction eld inside or outside of the
plasma. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) method or mass spectroscopy (MS) method
are often used to investigate chemical composition [23]. The OES method measures ele-
mental composition from the light emitted from particle of interest. Figure 1.9 shows the
energy diagram of hydrogen atom. When the excited electrons are de-excited from higher
energy level to lower energy level, the energy dierence is emitted as light with energy
of h, where h is the Planck constant and  is the frequency of light. The energy level
and combination of transitions depend on each atoms and molecules. Therefore, the wave-
length of emitted light depends on types of atoms and molecules as shown in Fig. 1.10.












where Z(T ) is the partition function, N is the number density of particle of interest, Aul
is the spontaneous transition probability (Einstein's A coecient), gu is the degeneracy at
upper state,  is the wavelength of light, Eu is the energy level at upper state, k is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. As shown in Eq. (1.6), the radiation intensity
of emitted light depends on the number density of particles of interest. Thus, we can
measure and estimate the elemental composition and number density of particles from the
OES measurement result. In case of OES measurement, measurable particles are basically
limited to single-atom and diatomic molecules because it is hard to detect optical emission
from polyatomic molecules.
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The MS method also measure chemical composition of gases. The MS method determine
chemical species from dierence of particle mass and charge ratio (m/z). Thus, polyatomic
molecule can be detected in case of the MS method. However in principle, the MS method
can not identify particles with the same m/z value.
1.3.3.2 Particle size measurement
Nanopowder processes after formation of cluster are often investigated from measurement
result of cluster/particle size and their distribution. However, the particle size range of
interest is so wide from a few nanometers to tens of micrometers. Thus many types of
measurement method have been developed based on dierent physical principles, such as
laser-light-scattering (LLS) of particles [21, 22], small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) of
clusters [24,25], dierential mobility analyzer (DMA) for particle [26,27], and inertia lter























































































































Fig. 1.9: Energy diagram of hydrogen atom and wavelength of emission spectra.








































































































































Fig. 1.10: The OES result for Ar-O2 ICTP.
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1.4 Objective of this thesis
\Nano material" is a keyword to progress recent technical society in this world because
nano material has unique characteristics dierent from bulk material. Social demand of
nano material keeps increasing day by day in various kind of elds such as electronics,
biomedical, energy and so on. To use nano material, high purity process is necessary
because nano material is composed by countable number of atoms or molecules. Admixing
of few amount of contamination can markedly changes characteristics of nano material.
From the above reasons, a large-scale synthesis method is greatly desired for high-purity
nanomaterials.
Liquid phase method is recently used to produce nanoparticle in industrial scale. Liq-
uid phase method can synthesize homogeneous nanoparticle with a high energy eciency
because this method use chemical reaction in the liquid solutions. In principal, nanoparti-
cle synthesized by liquid phase method contains some contaminations. This is the serious
disadvantage to use synthesized nanoparticle in various kinds of elds.
In contrast to liquid phase method, gas phase method using inductively coupled thermal
plasma (ICTP method) can synthesize a high purity nanoparticle with high time eciency
because this method use electrodeless discharge and high temperature and high chemical
activity eld. However, the ICTP method has some disadvantages as follows: (1) energy
eciency of nanoparticle synthesis is not so high (e.g. few g/hour at the input power
of 20 kW). (2) synthesis of homogeneous particles, that is size controlled nanoparticle, is
not easy. Therefore, these disadvantages of ICTP method should be improved to use this
method as industrial application.
The main objective of this thesis is development of a large-scale nanopowder synthe-
sis method using inductively coupled thermal plasma. To achieve this objective, rstly
we developed an unique nanoparticle synthesis method using pulse-modulated induction
thermal plasmas. Pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) is a new thermal
plasma source developed in our laboratory and PMITP can temporarily control the tem-
perature and chemical activity elds in the torch. In this work, the following aspects will
be discussed.
1. Development of a large-scale synthesis method of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder using
pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma system.
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2. Spatiotemporal distribution of feedstock Ti vapor and precursor TiO vapor in ICTP
torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis.
3. Eect of admixing of feedstock vapor in the ICTP.
4. Spatiotemporal distribution of temperature in the ICTP torch.
5. Possibility in nanoparticle nucleation in the ICTP torch during TiO2 nanopowder
synthesis.
6. Spatial measurement of feedstock vapor admixture ratio in the Ar ICTP during Ti
nanopowder synthesis.
7. Spatial estimation of particle number densities for various kind of particles in the Ar
ICTP during Ti nanopowder synthesis.
The rst aspect was done to investigate a possibility in large-scale nanopowder synthe-
sis using the pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma system. The second to the 7th
aspects are essential to understand feedstock evaporation mechanism. Especially for the
ICTP method, \spatial measurement" is crucial to understand feedstock evaporation and
nucleation possibility because ICTP has large volume processing eld. Thus, we newly
applied two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopic measurement system to obtain spa-
tiotemporal distribution atomic and molecular spectral radiation intensities. From optical
emission measurement results, we fundamentally discussed feedstock evaporation and nu-
cleation processes.
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1.5 Composition of the thesis
This thesis is composed from following chapters. In rst chapter, which is already de-
scribed, fundamental informations of plasma and nanopowder were introduced. In sec-
ond chapter, a large-scale synthesis method using the pulse-modulated induction thermal
plasma (PMITP) was investigated for Al3+-doped titanium dioxide (Al3+-doped TiO2)
nanopowder. In third chapter, feedstock evaporation and precursor molecule formation
processes were fundamentally investigated from two-dimensional optical emission spectro-
scopic measurement (2D OES) for an ICTP torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis.
In fourth chapter, eect of coil-current modulation and intermittent feedstock feeding on
feedstock evaporation and precursor formation were discussed from 2D OES results for
PMITP/ICTP torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. In fth chapter, spatial distribu-
tion of temperature was determined for ICTP torch during TiO2 nanpowder synthesis and
nucleation possibility was simply discussed in the torch. In sixth chapter, Ti vapor admix-
ture ratio, particle number densities were spatially estimated from 2D OES results for Ar
ICTP torch during Ti feedstock injection. In nal chapter, eighth chapter, is summary of
this thesis.
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Nanopowder or nanoparticles are anticipated as promising next-generation elements for
use in various applications such as in electronics, energy, and environmental elds. Tita-
nium dioxide (TiO2) nanopowder is continually receiving attention for use as photocata-
lysts [1], photonic crystals [2], photovoltaic cells [3], and gas sensors [4]. It is also anticipated
for use as a strong deoxidation material used for producing hydrogen gas from water for
fuel cells [5]. In fact, TiO2 is well known to work as a photocatalyst under ultraviolet light
because of its wide energy band gap. This problem can be improved by metallic-ion doping
of TiO2 materials because the energy levels of the doped material in the energy band gap of
TiO2 improve their visible light absorption eciency [5]{ [7]. Another application of such
metallic-ion doped TiO2 nanoparticles is in the biomedical eld [7, 8]. Reportedly, Al
3+-
doped TiO2 nanoparticles have inammatory protein adsorption ability [7]. This adsorption
eect might be attributed to the fact that Al3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles are positively
charged in water dispersion, which can attract inammatory proteins with a negatively
charged functional group. For such biomedical applications, an eective method for mass
production of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder without impurity is strongly desired from an
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industrial view point. Nevertheless, it has not yet been developed for such metallic-ion
doped TiO2 nanopowder without impurity contamination.
Various types of nanopowder synthesis methods have been developed. Among them,
the inductively coupled thermal plasma (ICTP) method is a useful technique to synthe-
size nanoparticles of various kinds [2]{ [18]. It provides one-step direct processing including
rapid evaporation of injected raw materials, and enables rapid cooling of evaporated materi-
als. It can oer nanoparticles in non-equilibrium or metastable phase. The most important
benet of this method is that it can fundamentally provide nanoparticles without any impu-
rity. Several studies have examined the synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles using a steady-state
type of inductively coupled thermal plasma (ICTP). They have mainly investigated control
of its particle size and phase constituent [3, 14, 18]. However, some issues persist: the dif-
culty in controlling the synthesized particle size, and also the lower production rate from
the instability of ICTP sustainability during heavy-load feeding of feedstock.
The authors recently developed a new synthesis method of large amounts of pure ox-
ide nanopowder without contamination using pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma
(PMITP) with time-controlled feeding of feedstock (TCFF) [19]{ [21]. The PMITP was
developed by our group to control the temperature and chemical activity elds in thermal
plasmas using coil-current modulation [23, 24]. In addition to this, our group recently de-
veloped a method for feedstock powder injection, in which the feedstock powder is supplied
intermittently to the thermal plasma periodically, in synchronization with the coil-current
modulation of the PMITP. This intermittent and synchronized feeding of feedstock is a
time-controlled feedstock feeding (TCFF) method [21,22]. The TCFF was combined with
the PMITP for nanopowder synthesis. This PMITP{TCFF method accommodates heavy-
load feeding of feedstock powder, thereby providing complete evaporation. In our previous
work, the PMITP+TCFF method developed as explained above was adopted to synthesize
pure TiO2 nanopowder for mass production. Results show that this method using a 20-kW
PMITP supported a production rate of about 500 g h 1 of pure TiO2 nanopowder with
mean particle diameter of about 43 nm [21].
This chapter describes the experimental results of trial adoption of our uniquely-developed
PMITP+TCFF method to synthesize large amounts of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder, as
well as TiO2 nanopowder. Mass production of metallic-ion doped nanopowder is a key issue
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in nanotechnology elds for various applications including skincare creams for anti-atopic
dermatitis. The synthesized nanopowder was analyzed using dierent methods, includ-
ing FE-SEM, to assess the morphology of nanoparticles and their size distribution, XRD
and TEM/EDX mapping for the crystal phase composition of the particle and the esti-
mation of Al doping, XPS for estimation of the chemical-bonding state in the particles,
and spectrophotometry for optical property evaluation. In addition, the eects of the de-
gree of coil-current modulation were particularly investigated in the synthesized nanopow-
der. The Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder was synthesized using our originally developed
PMITP+TCFF method. The Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder production rate was nally
estimated as about 400 g h 1 using a 20-kW PMITP, which is about 10 times higher than
that attained using the conventional method with steady-state induction thermal plasmas.
2.2 Methodology of a large-scale nanopowder synthe-
sis system
Here, our developed method is described briey for synthesis of large amounts of nanopow-
ders using a PMITP+TCFF, although it has been described in our previous paper [21].
We have developed a pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) system. The
PMITP is sustained by the coil current on the order of several hundreds of amperes, the
amplitude of which is modulated into a rectangular waveform. Such modulation of the coil
current can repetitively produce a high-temperature eld during the `on-time' and a low-
temperature eld during `o-time' in thermal plasmas. Figure 2.1 portrays the coil current
modulated into a rectangular waveform and the denition of modulation parameters. As
presented in gure 2.1, the on-time is the time period with the higher current level (HCL),
although the o-time means the time period with the lower current level (LCL). We have
also dened a shimmer current level (SCL) as a ratio of LCL to HCL. In addition, the
duty factor (DF) has been dened as the ratio of on-time in one modulation period. A
condition of 100%SCL or 100%DF corresponds to the non-modulation condition. A lower
SCL condition is equivalent to a condition with a larger modulation degree.
Figure 2.2 presents our developed methodology for the synthesis of large amounts of
nanopowder using a pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) with time-controlled












Fig. 2.1: Modulated coil current and denition of modulation parameters.
feeding of the feedstock (TCFF). As explained earlier, the PMITP can produce a higher
temperature eld and a lower temperature eld repetitively according to the coil current
modulation. To this PMITP, the feedstock solid powder is supplied from a powder feeder
through a powder feeding tube with Ar carrier gas from the top of the plasma torch head to
the PMITP. Furthermore, a high speed valve is installed on the tube between the powder
feeder and the plasma torch. This high-speed solenoid valve has a response time of 2 ms to
open and close. Setting the open and close timing of the valve can control the actual timing
and the time length of the powder feeding. The right hand side of gure 2.2 shows the
timing chart of the coil current modulation, switching signal of the solenoid valve, and the
actual powder feeding. For synthesis of large amounts of nanopowder, heavy-load feeding
of feedstock is necessary without extinction of the plasma or incomplete evaporation of the
feedstock. In our method, the feedstock powder is controlled to be fed intermittently and
synchronously only during the high-temperature period in the on-time of the PMITP. This
synchronized powder feeding can be executed easily by controlling the delay time td for the
opening timing of the valve in reference to the pulse modulation signal of the PMITP. In
the actual experiment, the powder reaches to the PMITP in a nite time after inputting the
opening signal to the solenoid valve. This nite time was measured in our previous work as
another delay time tadt of 6{8 ms [21]. Therefore, the actual total delay time is (td + tadt)
' (td + 7) ms before the powder is actually injected to the PMITP. The intermittent and
synchronized feedstock feeding can be performed while taking account of this total delay
time (td + 7) ms.
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Fig. 2.2: Method for large-scale nanopowder synthesis using pulse-modulated induction
thermal plasma with time-controlled feedstock feeding (PMITP+TCFF).
The injected feedstock powder with heavy-load is evaporated rapidly, completely, and
eciently in a high temperature plasma during the on-time of the PMITP because of higher
power injection to the PMITP. The feedstock injection is stopped by closing the solenoid
valve during the successive o-time. In the o-time, the evaporated feedstock material is
cooled down rapidly because the thermal plasma temperature decreases as a result of the
decreased input power to the PMITP. This rapid cooling might promote particle nucleation
from evaporated Ti and O atom in vapour in the PMITP. Nucleated particles are trans-
ported downstream of the PMITP torch with particle growth. Downstream of the PMITP
torch, the quenching gas is injected in the radial direction. Such a quenching gas injection
cools the evaporated material further to restrain the synthesized particle growth. Then,
in the successive on-time, the input power increases to rebuild high-temperature thermal
plasma for the subsequent powder injection. In this way, the PMITP+TCFF method de-
scribed above can create eective vaporization of the feedstock and support the eective
cooling of the evaporated material. It enables synthesis of large amounts of nanopowder
with a high production rate.




































Fig. 2.3: Whole system of nanopowder synthesis using PMITP+TCFF.
2.3 Experimental setups
2.3.1 Experimental arrangements
Figure 2.3 shows the whole nanopowder synthesis system used in the present experi-
ments. This nanopowder synthesis system has three main parts: an rf power source, a
synchronized intermittent feedstock feeding system, and the plasma torch and the chamber.
The rf power source is operated as a half-bridge inverter power supply with a metal-oxide
semiconductor eld emission transistor (MOSFET) at rated power of 30 kW. Its driving
fundamental frequency was 450 kHz. This power supply can modulate the output electric
current amplitude of several hundreds of amperes into a rectangular waveform according
to the modulation signal from the pulse generator.
The synchronized intermittent feedstock feeding system has the transistor-transistor logic
(TTL) signal circuit, a delayed trigger signal circuit, the high-speed solenoid valve on
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the powder feeding tube, and the powder feeder. The TTL signal circuit translates a
modulation signal of 0{10 V from the pulse generator for the MOSFET gate signal circuit
to a TTL signal of 0{5 V. This TTL signal is inputted to the delayed trigger circuit, which
outputs a TTL signal with a given delay time of td against the modulation signal. This
delayed signal is used to open and close the high speed solenoid valve for powder feeding.
The plasma torch is congured identically to that used in our previous work. Its details
were described in elsewhere [23, 24]. The plasma torch has two coaxial quartz tubes. The
interior quartz tube has 70 mm inner diameter; its length is 370 mm. An argon{oxygen
gas mixture was supplied as a sheath gas along the inside wall of the interior quartz tube
from the top of the plasma torch. A powder mixture of titanium (Ti) and aluminium
(Al) raw materials was fed using a powder feeder with Ar carrier gas through a water-
cooled tube probe. The water-cooled tube probe was inserted from the top of the plasma
torch head, as depicted in gure 2.3. Downstream of the plasma torch, quenching gas was
supplied to cool down the evaporated material to promote nucleation. Further downstream,
the water-cooled chambers were installed vertically and then horizontally, as depicted in
gure 2.3. The total length of the vertical chamber is 600 mm; its inner diameter is 130
mm. Similarly, the total length of the horizontal chamber is 600 mm; its inner diameter
is 130 mm. Further downstream of the horizontal chamber, a powder-collecting lter and
the collecting chamber are set up. A vacuum pump is set up further downstream.
2.3.2 Experimental condition
Table 2.1 summarizes the experimental conditions in the present work. The time-
averaged input power was xed at 20 kW to the inverter power supply. This inverter power
supply in the experiment was a semiconductor power supply with fundamental frequency of
450 kHz. This power supply was measured to have high power conversion eciency of more
than 95%. Therefore, the greater than 19 kW was outputted from the power supply. The
instantaneous input power Pin(t) was also changed periodically with time according to the
coil current modulation. For 80%SCL-80%DF condition for example, the quantity Pin(t)
increased gradually with a time constant of about 1.6 ms during the on-time and reached
28 kW, although it decreased with a time constant of 2.0 ms during the o-time, reaching
10 kW. The modulation cycle was xed at 15 ms. The reason to select the modulation
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Table 2.1: Experimental conditions.
Time-averaged input power 20 kW
Fundamental frequency of the coil current 450 kHz
Modulation cycle 15 ms
Shimmer current level, SCL 60%, 70%, 80%
Modulation time 15 ms
Duty factor, DF 80% (On-time / O-time = 12 ms / 3 ms)
Pressure 300 torr (= 40 kPa)
Gas composition Ar: 90 L min 1, O2: 10 L min 1
Carrier gas ow rate Ar: 4 L min 1
Quenching gas ow rate Ar: 50 L min 1
Open and close time of solenoid valve 12 ms for open and 3 ms for close
Delay time of solenoid valve open td 6 ms
Powder feed rate gpow 19 g min
 1 for 60%SCL,
12 g min 1 for 70%SCL and 80%SCL
Raw powder and its maximum size 95wt%Ti + 5wt%Al,
dTi = 27 m, dTi <45 m
dAl = 3 m
cycle of 15 ms is attributed to the fact that the residence time of the reactant vapour was
estimated as 10{20 ms according to the gas ow velocity calculation by numerical thermo-
uid simulation [19]. It is expected for this time period to provide sucient evaporation of
the injected powders in the high-temperature region in the plasma during the on-time, and
successive rapid cooling of the plasma tail during the o-time. The DF of the modulated
coil current was xed at 80%. Only the modulation degree, i.e. the shimmer current level
(SCL), was changed to 60%, 70% and 80%.
The total sheath gas ow rate was xed at 100 L min 1 (litres per minute). The O2
gas admixture ratio to Ar was set at 10 mol% in the sheath gas in gas ow rate. The Ar
quenching gas ow rate was xed at 50 L min 1. The chamber pressure was xed at 300 Torr
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(=40 kPa). The feedstock was a mixture of 5 wt%Al (ALE11PB; Kojundo Chemical Lab.
Co. Ltd.) and 95wt%Ti (TILOP-45; Osaka Titanium Technologies Co., Ltd.) powder.
The mean diameter of Al raw powder is about 3 m, whereas that of Ti raw powder was
27 m. The feedstock was fed into the plasma torch using a rotary powder feeder with
Ar carrier gas. The Ar carrier gas ow rate was xed at 4 L min 1. The feeding rate of
the feedstock gpow was found to be 19 g min
 1 at 60%SCL, 12 g min 1 at 70%SCL and 12
g min 1 at 80%SCL, respectively, by weight measurements after each of the experiments.
These powder feeding rates are much higher than those in other conventional nanoparticle
synthesis methods described in the literature. They used induction thermal plasmas of
several tens of kilowatts [5, 14]. The feedstock was fed intermittently with a high-speed
solenoid valve that was synchronized with the coil current modulation with delay time td
of 6 ms. The open time and close time of the high-speed solenoid valve were, respectively,
12 ms and 3 ms.
Nanopowder synthesis experiments were conducted for 5 min for each of the experiments
under three SCL conditions. After each experiment, synthesized powder was collected at the
lter. Morphology and size distribution of synthesized powder were analyzed using a eld
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) and a bright-eld transmission electron
microscope (BF-TEM). The FE-SEM analyses were carried out on a JEOL JSM-6700F
operated at 5 kV. The crystal phase composition was identied using X-ray diraction
(XRD) spectroscopy. The XRD measurements were carried out on a Rigaku RINT-Ultima
III operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The element distribution of Ti, O and doped Al atom was
mapped using TEM / energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry. The chemical-bonding
state of in the synthesized powder was estimated using X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy
(XPS) on a carbon-tape. The XPS measurements were carried out on a Thermo VG Scien-
tic Sigma Probe using monochromatic AlK radiation. The calibration of peak positions
was made using the C 1s line at 285 eV after experimental acquisitions, because the carbon
originated from carbon-tape was well detected. The spot-size of XPS measurements were
400 m with pass energy of 600 eV. The optical property of the synthesized powders were
evaluated by using a Hitachi U-4100 spectrophotometer. The nal nanopowder production
rate was estimated from the weight of the synthesized powder, together with the fraction
of nanopowder from the analysis described above.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2.4: FE-SEM images for (a) feedstock, and synthesized powder with conditions (b)
80%SCL, gpow = 12 g min
 1, (c) 70%SCL, gpow = 12 g min 1, and (d) 60%SCL, gpow = 19
g min 1.
2.4 Results and discussions
2.4.1 SEM images and particle size distribution of synthesized
powder
Figure 2.4 presents FE-SEM images of feedstock and the synthesized nanopowder col-
lected at the lter in dierent SCL conditions. The feedstock Ti powder has mean diameter
around 27 m with various shapes. However, most of synthesized particles were found to
have a size of 100 nm or less in any of the three SCL conditions in the present experiments.
Therefore, nanosized particles were produced despite heavy-load feeding of the feedstock
using our developed method. The shapes of the synthesized particles were also observed
to be almost spherical for these three conditions, which implies that nanoparticles were
synthesized and grown in gas phase rather than on the surface of the lter or the wall.
From these FE-SEM images, the particle size distributions were evaluated by measuring
diameters of 200 randomly selected particles. Figure 2.5 depicts the size distribution of
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Fig. 2.5: Particle size distributions for (a) 80%SCL, gpow = 12 g min
 1, (b) 70%SCL, gpow
= 12 g min 1, and (c) 60%SCL, gpow = 19 g min 1.
particles synthesized using the PMITP+TCFF method with three SCL conditions. More
than 90% of the synthesized particles are nanoparticles of less than 100 nm diameter for
three SCL conditions. The particle mean diameter d, median d50, and standard deviation
 for the synthesized nanopowder were calculated from the particle size distribution. The
quantities d, d50 and  are also presented in gure 2.5. These magnitudes d and  are
shown as a function of the SCL in gure 2.6. The d refers to the left vertical axis, whereas
 to the right vertical axis in this gure. This gure suggests that lower SCL, which leads a
larger modulation degree, provides nanoparticles with smaller d. The quantity d decreases
from 68 nm to 53 nm with reduction of SCL from 80% to 60%. An interesting point is that
the d for 60%SCL is smaller than those for 70%SCL and 80%SCL, although the condition
60%SCL has a higher feeding rate gpow of 19 g min
 1, whereas gpow = 12 g min 1 for
80%SCL and 70%SCL. Generally, a higher gpow often leads to a larger d of synthesized
particles because a higher gpow forms a higher density vapour cloud in the thermal plasma


















































80%SCL, gpow=12 g min-1
70%SCL, gpow=12 g min-1
60%SCL, gpow=19 g min-1
Fig. 2.6: Dependence of particle mean diameter and standard deviation on the shimmer
current level of the pulse modulation.
to promote particle growth.
Synthesized particles were also collected in the upstream chmaber and the downstream
chamber. More than 90% of the synthesized particles collected in the upstream and down-
stream chmaber have diameters less than 100 nm. No unmelted and non-vaporized feed-
stocks were found for 80% and 70%SCL with gpow = 12 g min
 1 conditions. This fact
demonstrates no micro-sized powder such as unmelted and non-vaporized powder was syn-
thesized for 80% and 70%SCL with gpow = 12 g min
 1 conditions.
Based on these results and weight measurements of the synthesized powder, the produc-
tion rates of nanopowder were estimated as more than 400 g h 1 under gpow = 12 g min 1
condition (80%SCL and 70%SCL), for example, using the 20-kW PMITP. This production
rate value is 10{20 times higher than those obtained using the conventional thermal plasma
method reported in the literature [5,14]. This important benet of our developed method,
large-scale synthesis of nanopowder, must be emphasized.









Fig. 2.7: BF-TEM and TEM/EDX mapping for (a) 80%SCL, gpow = 12 g min
 1, (b)
70%SCL, gpow = 12 g min
 1, and (c) 60%SCL, gpow = 19 g min 1.
2.4.2 Element distribution analysis of synthesized nanoparticles
using BF-TEM & TEM/EDX mapping
This study specically examines the large-scale synthesis of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopow-
der. In this case, Al doping is one vital factor to characterize synthesized nanopowder. Fig-
ure 2.7 presents BF-TEM images and TEM/EDX mapping results of synthesized nanopow-
der collected at the lter. Panel (a) shows the result for condition of 80%SCL with a powder
feed range gpow of 12 g min
 1, whereas panel (b) shows the result of the condition 70%SCL
and gpow=12 g min
 1. Finally, panel (c) shows the results for the condition 60%SCL and
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gpow=19 g min
 1. Each panel has a BF-TEM image and Ti, O, Al element distributions.
Magnications of TEM images and TEM/EDX mapping are dierent in each panel. From
the BF-TEM images, results show that spherical nanoparticles without mesopores were
synthesized for these three SCL conditions. The TEM/EDX mapping shows that an Al
element was detectable, and that it was distributed almost uniformly in the synthesized
particles in the same manner as Ti and O for 80%SCL and 70%SCL, which means that
elemental Al might be distributed almost uniformly on the synthesized TiO2 nanoparti-
cles even by our developed PMITP+TCFF method with heavy-load feeding of feedstock,
together with consideration from the XRD and XPS analysis results as described later.
2.4.3 Crystal composition assessment of synthesized Al3+-doped
TiO2 nanopowder using XRD spectra analysis
An X-ray diraction (XRD) analysis was made to study the crystallographic structure
and chemical composition of the synthesized nanoparticles. Figure 2.8 portrays XRD spec-
tra for the synthesized nanopowder collected at the lter. Panel (a) shows the result for
the condition of 80%SCL, whereas panel (b) corresponds to the result for 70%SCL, and
panel (c) is that for 60%SCL. The designation `A' in these gures indicates that the spec-
ied XRD spectral line arises from TiO2 in anatase form; the designation `R' denotes the
lines originating from the TiO2 in rutile form. Panel (d) shows reference XRD peaks for
feedstock and synthesized crystal materials: Ti, Al, Al2O3 and TiO2 in rutile and anatase
phases.
From these gures, the synthesized nanopowder was conrmed clearly as containing
mainly rutile and anatase-TiO2 crystal for three SCL conditions. The weight fraction fA







where IR(110) represents the intensity of the (110) reection of rutile at 2=27.4
o, and
IA(101) stands for the intensity of the (101) reection of anatase at 2=25.3
o. Here, fA
were estimated as about 40 wt% for the 80%SCL condition, 35 wt% for the 70%SCL
condition and 40 wt% for the 60%SCL condition. These values of fA are lower for the
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Fig. 2.8: XRD spectra for (a) 80%SCL, gpow = 12 g min
 1, (b) 70%SCL, gpow = 12 g min 1,
(c) 60%SCL, gpow = 19 g min
 1, and (d) reference peaks.
photocatalyst [25]. The lower fA and lower photocatalysis characteristics are useful for
application to skin care cream [7]. The fA in the synthesized nanopowder can be controlled
by changing the O2 concentration in nanopowder processing [3, 26]. The most important
feature to be emphasized in the obtained XRD spectra is that no Ti, Al or Al2O3 peaks were
detected in nanopowder for 80%SCL and 70%SCL. This result shows that Ti, Al and Al2O3
bulk particles in feedstock were evaporated completely in the high-temperature region of
the PMITP, and that Ti was oxidized completely in a highly reactive eld to generate
TiO2 crystal. In addition to these XRD spectra, Al or Al2O3 crystal rarely exists in the
synthesized particles according to EDX mapping results described in the previous section.
This result suggests that Al elements might be doped in TiO2 nanopowder synthesized
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using our developed PMITP+TCFF method. However, Al and Ti peaks were detected in
the case of 60%SCL and gpow = 19 g min
 1. This might be the result of heavy-load feeding.
Therefore, the remaining Al and Ti are present in the synthesized nanopowder.
2.4.4 Chemical binding state in synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2
nanopowder by XPS spectra analysis
The X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to measure the elemental compo-
sition, chemical state and electronic state of the elements on the surface of the synthesized
nanoparticles. Figure 2.9 (a) portrays the XPS analysis result for Ti 2p region between
455 eV and 470 eV for the synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder. For comparison,
the result for commercial pure-TiO2 nanopowder (P-25; Degussa) and the result for non-
doped pure TiO2 nanopowder synthesized using our PMITP+TCFF method are presented
in gure 2.9. The non-doped pure TiO2 nanopowder was synthesized in almost identical
conditions with 80%SCL-80%DF and gpow=12 g min
 1, except for raw material without Al
powder. The neutralizer was also used to prevent nanoparticles from charging up during
the XPS measurement.
This gure shows Ti 2p3=2 and Ti 2p1=2 peaks for analysis. The commercial pure TiO2
and pure TiO2 nanopowder synthesized using the PMITP+TCFF method has almost the
same binding energy of 459.30{459.60 eV for Ti 2p3=2, and 465.00 eV for Ti 2p1=2. These
correspond to the binding energy for electrons from the 2p orbit in Ti (IV) in TiO2. How-
ever, the chemical shifts clearly occurred for Ti 2p1=2 and Ti 2p3=2 peaks by the intended
addition of Al elements. For example, this chemical shift is clearly visible from 459.30 eV
to 459.60 eV for Ti 2p3=2 peak in case of Al addition under the condition of 80%SCL and
gpow=12 g min
 1. This chemical shift is increased further from 459.60 eV to 460.20 eV with
reduction of SCL from 80% to 70%, i.e. a larger modulation in the PMITP. These results
imply that the Al element was possibly doped in TiO2. A higher amount of Al doping might
be obtained for reduced SCL. However, the chemical shift to lower binding energy occurred
for Ti 2p3=2 to 457.80 eV in the condition of 60%SCL and gpow=19 g min
 1, which might
be true because of oxygen deciency attributable to rich Ti vapour arising from a higher
gpow. That oxygen deciency produces Ti2O3 crystals in 60%SCL and gpow=19 g min
 1
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Fig. 2.9: XPS spectra for commercial pure-TiO2 (P-25; Degussa), pure-TiO2 nanopowder
synthesized using PMITP+TCFF and Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder synthesized in this
study. (a) Ti 2p region between 455 eV and 470 eV, (b) Al 2p region between 70 eV and
80 eV.
condition. Figure 2.9 (b) portrays the XPS analysis result for Al 2p region between 70 eV
and 80 eV for the synthesized Al-doped TiO2 nanopowder. The binding energies around
74.81 eV (condition of 80%SCL), 75.77 eV(condition of 70%SCL) and 73.24 eV(condition
of 60%SCL) correspond to Al 2p of Al3+, Al 2p2=3 of Al
3+ and Al 2p of Al3+, respectively.
They probably indicate that Al3+ ion exist in TiO2 crystal and possible formation of the
Al-O-Ti chemical bond in the TiO2 lattice. In addition, they may indicate that Al
3+{
doped TiO2 nanopowder was positively charged due to Al
3+ ion doping [27]. Actually,
the Al3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles could be dispersed in the puried water, while TiO2
nanoparticles were settled down.
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Fig. 2.10: Diuse reection spectra for commercial pure-TiO2 (P-25; Degussa) and Al
3+-
doped TiO2 nanopowder synthesized in this study.
2.4.5 Optical property of synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopow-
der by spectrophotometric analysis
The metal-ion doping generally changes the optical property of nanopowders. Inuence of
Al3+ doping to TiO2 nanopowder was evaluated for the optical property of the synthesized
nanopowder by a spectrophotometer for solid powder. Figure 2.10 shows the integrated
total diuse reectivity %R for Al3+-doped TiO2 synthesized using the PMITP+TCFF
method, and then also that for commercial pure-TiO2 nanopowder for comparison. The
%R was obtained using an integrated sphere in the spectrophotometer. As shown in this
gure, the commercial pure TiO2 nanopowder has high reectivity in the visible-light region
because of the wide energy band gap of pure-TiO2 with 80% anatase-TiO2 and 20% rutile-
TiO2. It has an absorption edge at a wavelength around 390 nm that corresponds to
energy band gap of around 3.18 eV. The synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder also
has extremely low diuse reectivity %R as much as commercial pure-TiO2 nanopowder
in ultraviolet region, and has lower reectivity than commercial pure-TiO2 nanopowder
in the visible-light region. For the synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder, the diuse
reectivity %R in the visible-light region decreases with reduced SCL from 80% to 60%. The
important point in the diuse reectivity is that synthesized nanopowder has an absorption
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edge at a wavelength around 400 nm. This wavelength of the absorption edge corresponds
to an energy gap of 3.10 eV. On the other hand, %R for Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder
in the visible-light region decreases with reduced SCL from 80% to 60%. This reason was
considered that Al concentration in the visicity of TiO2 nanoparticle surface was probably
changed depending on the SCL value [28]. This result suggests that Al doping to TiO2
crystal can be done in the synthesized nanopowder using our PMITP+TCFF method. It
is noteworthy that the production rate of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder was estimated as
400 g h 1.
2.5 Summary of chapter 2
Large amounts of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder were synthesized using pulse-modulated
induction thermal plasmas (PMITP) with time-controlled feeding of feedstock (TCFF).
The PMITP+TCFF method originally developed in our group, is characterized by the
intermittent powder feeding synchronized with the modulated power of the PMITP. Eects
of the coil current modulation degree were also studied for the synthesized Al3+-doped TiO2
nanopowder. Results show that most of the synthesized powder had diameter of less than
100 nm. The diameter can be decreased by setting a reduced shimmer current level of
the PMITP. The synthesized nanopowder was analyzed using several dierent methods
including EDX, XRD, XPS, and spectrophotometry. Results showed that Al elements can
be doped on TiO2 nanopowder synthesized using the PMITP+TCFF method. The nal
production rate was estimated as higher than 400 g h 1.
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Chapter 3
Fundamental behavior of Ti and TiO
vapor in the induction thermal
plasma
3.1 Introduction
Nanoparticles or nanopowder (NPs) are anticipated as promising next-generation mate-
rials because of their unique physical, chemical, and optical characteristics. It is therefore
used in various elds of environmental, energy, electronics and so on. For example, titanium
dioxide nanopowder (TiO2 NPs) is used widely in many applications such as photocata-
lysts [1], photonic crystals [2], photovoltaic cells [3], and gas sensors [4]. Metallic-ion doped
TiO2 NPs are anticipated for use as visible light-active photocatalysts [5]{ [7], and as
biomedical materials for adsorption of inammatory protein [8, 9]. For these biomedical
nanomaterials, almost a complete lack of contamination is required because even slight
impurities of countable atoms or molecules can change the NP properties. Therefore,
non-contamination processes (high-purity process) of nanomaterials with high production
eciency are desired for development for nano-technological progress.
Various nanopowder synthesis methods have been invented to date [11]. In these meth-
ods, dierent types of thermal plasmas have been adopted to fabricate nano-materials
including NPs [1]. Among the various methods, the thermal plasma method, especially
the inductively coupled thermal plasma (ICTP) method presents some benecial features
for NP production [2]{ [18]. The most important point of this method is that the ICTP
fundamentally provides no contamination processes. Another advantageous point of this
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ICTP method is that it can oer one-step and direct process with much shorter processing
time. In addition, this ICTP method can readily produce not only pure-metal NPs but also
oxide NPs and nitride NPs by adopting specied reactive gas in the processing. However,
this method also entails some shortcomings. Control of synthesized NP size and enhanced
production eciency are challenging issues for the ICTP method.
In the chapter 2, a unique and original method of large-scale NPs synthesis method
was discussed. For large-scale NPs synthesis, the pulse-modulated induction thermal
plasma (PMITP) was applied with the time-controlled feedstock feeding (TCFF) method
, i, e, PMITP+TCFF method [19]{ [22]. The PMITP was developed in our laboratory to
control the temperature and the reactive species in thermal plasmas using amplitude modu-
lation of the coil-current [23,24]. The PMITP can uniquely produce a periodically changed
temperature eld: a higher temperature eld during higher coil-current phase and a lower
temperature eld during lower coil-current phase. In addition to this, we further developed
the TCFF method for more eective nanopowder synthesis. The TCFF method makes
the feedstock inject intermittently and synchronously into the PMITP using coil-current
modulation [21,22]. In this method, large amounts of feedstock are injected into the higher
temperature plasma in the torch only during higher coil-current phase, and injection of
feedstock was stopped during lower coil-current phase. This PMITP+TCFF method can
provide ecient evaporation of the feedstock and ecient nucleation of nanoparticles. The
PMITP+TCFF method can also produce size-controlled nanopowder with a high produc-
tion rate. In the chapter 2, PMITP+TCFF method was adopted for large-scale synthesis
of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder [26]. In this work, we successfully obtained Al
3+-doped
TiO2 nanopowder with a high production rate of 400 g h 1 with mean mean diameter of
67 nm at the input power of 20 kW. Besides Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder, we found that
pure-TiO2 nanopowder can be synthesized with a high production rate of 500 g h 1 with
a mean diameter of 43 nm by using PMITP+TCFF method [7, 21]. These production
rates were several tens of times higher than those of conventional thermal plasma meth-
ods. The conversion rate from injected feedstock to collected nanopowder was estimated
as about 34-42% in case of TiO2 nanopowder production [7, 21].
A key point to enhancing the production eciency is to understand NP formation mech-
anisms in the PMITP or ICTP torch. We have been investigating that mechanism mainly
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using a two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy (2D OES) system during TiO2 NP
synthesis.
This chapter describes fundamental investigation results of Ti feedstock evaporation and
precursor formation processes in the non-modulated ICTP torch with an almost single-
shot injection of feedstock. This almost single-shot injection of feedstock to the ICTP
was selected to elucidate the evaporation process of Ti feedstock and the fundamental
formation of TiO molecules. For this purpose, 2D OES measurements were conducted
during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. In addition, changes in transport properties and the
temperature distribution in the torch were calculated numerically to support observation
results presented in the discussion section. Finally, the Ti feedstock evaporation, transport,
and diusion of Ti atoms and formation and conveyance of precursor TiO species in the
plasma torch were discussed based on the observation and numerical calculation results.
Through these results, this paper contributes to the elucidation of fundamental behaviour
of feedstock evaporation and formation of precursor molecules during TiO2 NPs synthesis.
3.2 Principle of two-dimensional optical emission spec-
troscopy system
This section describes the principle of 2D OES system used in our experiments. Figure 3.1
shows schematic diagram of the 2D OES system. This OES system consists of an imaging
spectrometer, an objective lens and a collimator lens in front of the spectrometer, and a
high speed video camera behind the spectrometer. This type of the imaging spectroscopic
system is often called \Monochromatic imaging spectrometer (MIS)" [25, 26]. The MIS is
based on the idea using a Czerny-Turner spectrometer. The Czerny-Turner spectrometer
has an entrance slit, a spherical mirror (a), a diraction grating, a spherical mirror (b),
and an exit slit. Using this spectrometer, a 2D monochromatic image can be obtained as
follows:
1. A image from a light source is captured by an objective lens.
2. This image through the objective lens is collimated by a collimator lens (a) located
in front of the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Then, a part of the collimated light























Fig. 3.1: The principle of 2D OES system.
is fed into the spectrometer through the slit.
3. From the light fed from the entrance slit, the image is reformed on the focal plane
in vicinity of the diraction grating by the spherical mirror (a), because the distance
between the entrance slit and the grating is equal to the focal distance of the spher-
ical mirror (a). Then, this focal image is dispersed in dierent wavelengths by the
diraction grating.
4. The dispersed image is re-collimated by the spherical mirror (b).
5. The re-collimated light at a specied wavelength can pass through the exit slit. This
re-collimated monochromatic light contains information on the 2D image.
6. If a camera lens is located outside of the exit slit, a monochromatic 2D image at the
specied wavelength can be obtained on the focal plane of the camera lens. Thus, a
2D monochromatic image can be captured by an 2D imaging sensor placed on the
focal plane.
In this system, the entrance slit works only as an aperture of the spectrometer. The wave-
length resolution is determined by width of the exit slit and the type of the diraction
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grating adopted. Main advantages of this 2D OES system are a high wavelength resolu-
tion (0.2{0.8 nm), and setting observation wavelength variable, rather than the conven-
tional band-bass interference lters. In general, band-pass interference lters have been
often used for 2D OES with a high-speed video camera or an ICCD. However, the wave-
length resolution of the lter is low like as few nm to few tens nm, and we cannot change
the observation wavelength of the lter; another lter for another wavelength should be
prepared. In contrast, the 2D OES system based on MIS has a high wavelength resolution,
and freedom degree for observation wavelength. Meanwhile, this system loses much of light
from the light source at the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Nevertheless, this light loss is
not a serious problem in the present observation because a thermal plasma of interest has
an extremely high radiation intensity. Thus, the 2D OES system based on MIS is greatly
useful for investigation of thermal plasma processing.
3.3 Experimentals
The experimental setup is the same as that reported from our previous work [26]. Details
can be found in an earlier report [26]. Figure 3.2 presents the plasma torch for TiO2
nanopowder synthesis. The plasma torch has two coaxial quartz tubes. The interior quartz
tube has 70 mm inner diameter and 370 mm length. Around the quartz tube is an eight-
turn induction coil connected to the matching circuit and an inverter power supply to
generate an electromagnetic eld and then an rf thermal plasma inside the plasma torch.
Into this plasma torch, a water-cooled stainless steel tube is inserted from the top of the
torch head. Through this tube, feedstock powder can be supplied to the thermal plasma
inside the plasma torch from the powder feeder. Between this tube and the powder feeder,
a high-speed solenoid valve is connected to start and stop the feedstock feeding. This
valve can be controlled using a transistor{transistor logic (TTL) signal to open and close.
Downstream of this plasma torch, reaction chambers and a collection lter are installed to
collect the synthesized nanopowder as described in an report [26].
Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental conditions of TiO2 nanopowder synthesis in the
present work. The time-averaged input power from the inverter power supply was xed at
20 kW. The fundamental frequency of the coil-current was 450 kHz. For this experiment,










End of the feeding tube
is located between
7th-8th coil.
Fig. 3.2: Experimental conguration using ICTP and solenoid valve installed to control
feedstock injection.
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non-modulated ICTP was adopted to investigate the fundamental processes of Ti feedstock
evaporation and formation of precursor species. The Ar-O2 mixture gas was used as the
sheath gas. Its total ow rate was xed at 100 L min 1. The O2 gas admixture ratio was
set to 10 mol%. The quenching gas was not injected in this study because the evaporation
process of almost single-shot feedstock is studied fundamentally in this study. The pressure
in the reaction chamber was xed at 300 Torr (40 kPa). Pure-Ti powder (TILOP-45;
Osaka Titanium Technologies Co., Ltd.) was used as feedstock. The mean diameter and the
maximum diameter of this powder are, respectively, about 27 m and 45 m. The feedstock
was injected intermittently into the ICTP torch with Ar carrier gas. The Ar carrier gas ow
rate was xed at 4 L min 1. The intermittent injection of the feedstock was conducted using
the high-speed solenoid valve shown in gure 3.2. The response time of this valve (tres) was
about 2 ms. The feedstock feed rate was adjusted to about 4{7 g min 1. This feeding rate
is much lower than that used for the large-scale nanopowder synthesis condition [26]. This
low feed rate was selected because of fundamental investigation of feedstock evaporation
and precursor formation processes. The cycle time including open/close of the high-speed
solenoid valve was xed at 30 ms, which is much longer than that used in our previous
work [26] to realize an almost single-shot of the feedstock. The open (topen)/close time
(tclose) of the solenoid valve was regulated, respectively, at 8/22 ms (27%DFvalve), 12/18 ms
(40%DFvalve), and 16/14 ms (53%DFvalve). In a condition of 27%DFvalve, the open time
was less than that in other conditions. This condition corresponds to an almost single-shot
feeding of feedstock, which can avoid interaction between each single powder feeding during
intermittent feeding. We set dierent valve opening times to conrm the valve performance
and response, and to study Ti atom transport in the ICTP.
3.3.1 Spectroscopic observation conditions
Two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopic measurements were conducted using a
2D OES system (AN-IMC-DD; An Inc.) presented in gure 3.3. This observation system
contains an objective lens (AF Zoom-Nikkor 80-200 mm f/2.8D ED; Nikon Corp.), a beam
splitter, two imaging spectrometers (Acton Spectra Pro 2300i; Princeton Instruments, Inc.),
and two high-speed video cameras (GX-8; nac Imaging Technology Inc.). The observation
conditions are presented in table 3.2. The two-dimensional observation region was set to
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Table 3.1: Experimental conditions.
Time-averaged input power 20 kW
Fundamental frequency of the coil current 450 kHz
Modulation Non-modulation
Pressure 300 Torr (40 kPa)
Gas composition Ar: 90 L min 1, O2: 10 L min 1
Carrier gas ow rate Ar: 4 L min 1
Quenching gas Non-injection
Valve-open/close cycle 30 ms
Valve-open/close time 8/22 ms(27%DFvalve), 12/18 ms(40%DFvalve)
16/14 ms(53%DFvalve)
Powder feed rate gpow 4-7 g min
 1
Feedstock 100wt%Ti powder
d = 27 m, d <45 m
about 5747 mm2 region below the coil-end. The emission light from the observation
region was transmitted through an objective lens. Then it was separated into two optical
paths using the beam splitter. The two splitter lights were inputted simultaneously to the
two imaging spectrometers. Each monochromated image at a specied wavelength from
each spectrometer was observed using a high-speed video camera. The upper observation
system was dened as System A (Sys.A). The lower one was dened as System B (Sys.B)
as presented in gure 3.3. These imaging spectrometers contain diraction grating of 1200
grooves/mm. The wavelength resolutions of each two observation system were, respectively,
0.8 nm for Sys.A and 0.4 nm for Sys.B. A salient feature of this observation system is that
it can measure two-dimensional radiation intensities for two wavelengths simultaneously.
In this work, the atomic spectral line of Ti I at a wavelength of 453.32 nm was observed
using Sys.B, whereas the band head of TiO molecular spectra at a wavelength of 621 nm
was detected using Sys.A. These two spectral intensities were measured simultaneously in
two dimensions.
























Fig. 3.3: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation region and observation system using
imaging spectrometer and high-speed video camera.
3.4 Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation results
3.4.1 Test spectroscopic observation for simultaneous observa-
tion
First, the radiation intensity distribution from the same spectral lines were observed
simultaneously both by Sys.A and Sys.B observation systems to conrm and compare the
operation and sensitivity of both Sys.A and Sys.B.
Figure 3.4(a) presents test results of Ti I spectral intensity distribution at a wavelength
of 453.32 nm. The coil-end and the torch-end positions are shown as white solid curves.
These time evolutions in the radiation intensity distribution were detected simultaneously
by Sys.A and Sys.B. The Ti feedstock powder was fed continuously to the thermal plasma at
an input power of 20 kW without coil current modulation. These observation results suggest
clearly that both Sys.A and Sys.B showed almost identical images, which means that Sys.A
and Sys.B can detect the same region at the same wavelength specied. It is also noteworthy
that the strength of the radiation intensities detected by Sys.A were lower than that by
Sys.B. This is true because dierences in optical path length and sensitivity of imaging
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Table 3.2: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation conditions.
Observation area 5747 mm2 region below the coil end
Diraction grating 1200 grooves/mm
Wavelength resolution 0.8 nm (Sys.A), 0.4 nm (Sys.B)
Spectral lines observed Ti I (453.32 nm) and TiO (621 nm)
Frame rate for high speed 3000 fps
video camera
sensors between these two observation systems of Sys.A and Sys.B. These dierences in
sensitivity can be calibrated using these images at the same wavelength. Figure 3.4(b)
presents TiO spectral intensity distribution at 621.0 nm wavelength, as measured by Sys.A
and Sys.B. The results showed that Sys.A and Sys.B can yield almost identical images at
the specied wavelength of 621.0 nm, and the image at 621.0 nm diers greatly from Ti
I at 453.32 nm. The results above imply that Sys.A and Sys.B is useful to measure two-
dimensional radiation intensity and its time variation at two wavelengths simultaneously.
3.5 Results and discussions
3.5.1 Spatial and temporal variation of Ti I radiation intensities
Figure 3.5 shows observation results for Ti I atomic lines at 453.32 nm by Sys.B. Panel
(a) shows 27%DFvalve(topen=8 ms), panel (b) shows 40%DFvalve(topen=12 ms), and panel (c)
shows 53%DFvalve(topen=16 ms). The coil-end and the torch-end positions are presented
as white solid curves. The Ti I radiation intensity depends on the excited Ti atomic
density and the Ti excitation temperature TTiex . The solenoid valve received the open-
signal (high level) at t=0 ms for all conditions, and received the close-signal (low level)
at t=8 ms for panel (a) 27%DFvalve, t=12 ms for panel (b) 40%DFvalve and t=16 ms for
panel (c) 53%DFvalve, where t is the time. In each panel, the open/close signal for the valve
is shown schematically versus time t. The condition for panel (a) corresponds to the almost
single-shot condition for feedstock feeding.
In case of the 27%DFvalve in panel (a), the Ti I radiation intensity was extrmely low













Fig. 3.4: Test observation result. (a) Ti I radiation intensities observed simultaneously.
(b) TiO radiation intensities observed simultaneously.
between t=0 ms to 6 ms. This is true because Ti feed stock powder was not yet supplied.
However, the Ti I radiation intensity was markedly increased from t=8 ms. Therefore, it
takes about 8 ms to transport feedstock powder from the valve to the thermal plasma.
The feedstock powder is evaporated by the thermal plasma to produce detectable excited
Ti atoms. Furthermore, this Ti I radiation intensity was detected as high even just below
the coil-end region in the plasma torch. This fact signies that the feedstock is evaporated
rapidly just into the thermal plasma from the tip of the water-cooled tube. In addition,
this high radiation intensity was observed not only in the on-axis region but also in the
o-axis region, although the Ti feedstock was supplied along the axis from the water-cooled
tube located on the axis of the plasma torch. This fact indicates that some Ti feedstock is
supplied not only in the on-axis region but also in the o-axis region, and that the excited
Ti atom emitting radiation might be transported in a radial direction. Furthermore, in the
on-axis region, the strength of radiation intensity was found to be weaker than that of the
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Fig. 3.5: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation result during TiO2 nanopow-
der synthesis using non-modulated ICTP torch with intermittent feedstock
feeding. Two-dimensional distribution of Ti I radiation intensities for (a)
27%DFvalve(open/close=8/22 ms), (b) 40%DFvalve(open/close=12/18 ms), and (c)
53%DFvalve(open/close=16/14 ms)
o-axis region. Then, the Ti I spectral line maintained high radiation intensity between
t=8 ms to 20 ms. This time duration corresponds to the total time for actual powder
feeding by the opening valve. It also corresponds to evaporation of the feedstock and decay
in the evaporated Ti atoms. After t=22 ms, the Ti I radiation intensity decreased with
time, eventually reaching a low value. Details of the Ti atom behaviour above will be
discussed in section 3.6.4.
For other longer opening time conditions 40%DFvalve and 53%DFvalve, the Ti I radiation
intensity increases at almost identical timing t=8 ms to that in the 27%DFvalve condition,
which suggests that almost identical starting timing of feedstock feeding were obtainable
using valve opening in our system. When the opening time duration increases, the high Ti I
radiation intensity phases were measured between t=8 ms to 26 ms for 40%DFvalve, and
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t=8 ms to 30 ms for 54%DFvalve. This time duration increase corresponds to the increase in
the length of the valve open time. This result implies that detected Ti I radiation intensity
reects the behaviour of the evaporated and excited Ti atoms, and that Ti I detectable
time-lengths, which are the actual feeding time duration, are controllable in detail by the
valve opening time length. This ability to control feedstock feeding is extremely important
for our developed PMITP+TCFF method.
3.5.2 Spatial and temporal variation of TiO molecular spectra
The TiO molecules are regarded as one precursor to TiO2 NPs. It is therefore important
to study at which timing and where TiO molecules form, and how TiO molecules trans-
port is in the ICTP. Figure 3.6 depicts the temporal variation in the radiation intensity
of the band head of TiO molecular spectra at 621 nm. Panel (a) shows the result for
27%DFvalve(valve-open:8 ms). Panels (b) and (c) respectively present 40%DFvalve(valve-
open:12 ms), and 53%DFvalve(valve-open:16 ms).
For 27%DFvalve, TiO radiation intensity was too low to be detected at t=0 ms to t=6 ms.
However, the TiO radiation intensity was increased remarkably from t=8 ms even still inside
the plasma torch which is located downstream of the reaction chamber. This timing of t=8
ms is almost identical to the timing of an increase in Ti I radiation intensity indicated
in gure 3.5(a). This fact signies that TiO is generated at similar timing immediately
after Ti evaporation in 1 ms time resolution. At this timing t=8 ms, the TiO radiation
intensity became high at 30 mm distance from the coil end on the axis. This high TiO
radiation intensity region was stretched axially from that position to upper position around
10 mm below the coil end between t=8 ms and t=16 ms, which suggests that TiO is
formed rst downstream from the coil end, and that the TiO formation region is then
expanded upstream. In addition, TiO molecules are more formed around the on-axis region,
which diers greatly from the behaviour of excited Ti atoms. The TiO radiation intensity
decreased from t=18 ms from upstream. After t=20 ms, the TiO radiation intensity became
suciently low to be undetectable.
A similar tendency can also be found in cases of 40%DFvalve and 54%DFvalve. Only the
dierences are time duration with high TiO intensity, depending on the open time of the
valve. Strong TiO radiation intensity was found to continue between t=8 ms and 22 ms for
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Fig. 3.6: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation result during TiO2 nanopow-
der synthesis using non-modulated ICTP torch with intermittent feedstock
feeding. Two-dimensional distribution of TiO radiation intensities for (a)
27%DFvalve(open/close=8/22 ms), (b) 40%DFvalve(open/close=12/18 ms), and (c)
53%DFvalve(open/close=16/14 ms)
40%DFvalve, and between t=8 ms and 26 ms for 54%DFvalve. These TiO detectable time-
lengths were 10 ms for 27%DFvalve, 14 ms for 40%DFvalve, and 18 ms for 54%DFvalve.
These detectable time lengths correspond to the total time of the valve open time and the
response time of the valve (topen + tres).
The results above all suggest that gas phase TiO was formed in the limited area around
on-axis region in the torch. Then TiO gas was transported to the axial direction by gas
ow. Further details of TiO behaviour will be discussed in section 3.6.4.
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3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Equilibrium particle composition for Ar-O-Ti system
To consider Ti and TiO behaviours, it is important to understand dominant species
fundamentally at a given temperature and pressure. The equilibrium compositions of Ar-
O-Ti system in the gas phase were therefore calculated using minimization of Gibb's free
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where G stands for the Gibb's free energy, xi is the mole number of i-species, N signies
the total number in the mixture gas, T denotes the temperature, P represents the pressure,
R is the gas constant, 0i is the chemical potential, Z
tr
i signies the translational partition
function, Z inti denotes the internal partition function, P0 is the atmospheric pressure, U
0
i
stands for the standard enthalpy of formation, mi represents the mass of i-species, k is
Boltzmann's constant, and h is Planck's constant. Each physical constant was referred to
reference data [30].
The calculated equilibrium composition of 89%Ar-10%O2-1%Ti system in gas phase at
300 Torr (40 kPa) is presented for temperatures of 3000{15 000 K in gure 3.7. In
this calculation, we only show mole fraction of each of species in gas phase, not in liquid
and solid phases. This is because low Ti vapor contamination of 1 mol% involves low
partial pressures of Ti, TiO, and TiO2 in gas phase, which hardly results in these species
in liquid and solid phases. Almost all particles are ionized in the temperatures of more
than 15 000 K region. From 15 000 to 10 000 K, atomic species of Ar and O are formed
from their ions. At temperatures of 10 000 to 4000 K, neutral atoms of Ar, O and Ti are
dominant. The neutral Ti atoms are formed by recombination of Ti+ and electrone from
8000 to 4000 K. Between the temperature of 6000 to 3000 K, TiO(g) in gas phase is formed


































Fig. 3.7: Equilibrium particle composition for the Ar-O-Ti system.
attributable to association reaction of Ti(g) + O atom with an exothermic reaction energy
of 663.28.4 kJ mol 1 [30]. At temperatures of 5000{4000 K, TiO(g) becomes dominant
for Ti included species. The interesting point in this composition is that both particles of
Ti(g) and TiO(g) can exist with high molar fraction between temperatures about 5000 to
4000 K. Therefore, association reaction of Ti(g) + O ! TiO(g) and dissociation reaction
of TiO(g) ! Ti(g) + O are popular in this temperature region. A further decrease in
temperature produce TiO2(g) from association reaction of TiO(g) + O! TiO2(g) with an
exothermic reaction energy of 1266.912.6 kJ mol 1 [30].
As already shown in gure 3.5 and gure 3.6, both Ti I and TiO radiation were observed
with high intensities around the on-axis region. In contrast, only Ti I radiation intensity
was detected in the o-axis region. These characteristic distributions of Ti I and TiO
suggest that TiO molecules were dissociated in the o-axis region with high temperatures
of more than 6000 K. The ICTP has higher temperature in the o-axis region because of
zero input power on the axis. However, TiO molecular gas was formed only in the on-axis
region, which implies that the on-axis region has a mild temperature of 4000{5000 K, which
is lower than that in o-axis region. The reason will be again discussed in section 3.6.2 and
section 3.6.3.
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3.6.2 Eect on plasma properties by Ti vapour inclusion into
Ar-O2 plasmas
This section presents a description of the eect of Ti vapour inclusion into Ar-O2 thermal
plasmas on the transport properties. This eect is treated here because Ti feedstock injec-
tion supplies high concentrated Ti vapour to the thermal plasma, which might aect the
input power density distribution and then the temperature distribution. We calculated the
transport properties for 100%Ar, 90%Ar+10%O2, 89%Ar+10%O2+1%Ti and 100%Ti at
a pressure of 300 Torr. The thermal conductivity  and the electrical conductivity  were
































ij denotes the momentum transfer collision integral between species i and j.
Thermal conductivity :














































































where tr signies the translational thermal conductivity, int denotes the internal thermal
conductivity, re represents the reactional thermal conductivity, CPi represents the specic




ij is the viscosity collision integral between species i and j.
These collision integrals were calculated as below. Collision integrals between neutral-
neutral atoms were calculated using the interparticle potentials [33,34]. Collision integrals
between the same molecules were estimated using the hard-sphere model. Atomic radii used
on calculation of the hard-sphere model were refered from literatures [35,36]. Collision in-
tegrals between dierent kinds of neutral species were found by the empirical combining
law [37]. In case of collision between heterogeneous ion-neutral particles, momentum trans-
fer collision integrals were calculated using resonant charge exchange cross section [38]. On
the other hands, viscosity collision integrals were assumed to be equal to those of the
neutral species. For electron-neutral particle, only e-O and e-Ar collision integrals were
calculated from the collision cross section and other combinations were estimated using the
hard-sphere model. Collision integrals for coulomb collisions were calculated by Gvosdover
cross section for coulomb collisions [39].
Figure 3.8 presents the calculated thermal conductivity for 100%Ar, 90%Ar+10%O2,
89%Ar+10%O2+1%Ti and 100%Ti at a pressure of 40 kPa as a function of tempera-
ture. This gure shows that the thermal conductivity was increased slightly in case of
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Fig. 3.8: Thermal conductivity of various gas composition conditions.
1%Ti vapour inclusion to the Ar-O2 gas in temperature range from 3000 to 7500 K. This
phenomenon results from reactional thermal conductivity of Ti ionization. Nevertheless,
inclusion of 1%Ti vapor to the Ar-O2 does not inuence greatly the total thermal con-
ductivity. Thus, inuence of Ti inclusion to the Ar-O2 mixture from thermal conductivity
needs not discussed in later section 3.6.4.
Figure 3.9 shows the calculated electrical conductivity for 100%Ar, 90%Ar+10%O2,
89%Ar+10%O2+1%Ti and 100%Ti. As shown in gure 3.9, the electrical conductivity for
100%Ar and 90%Ar-10%O2 gas is very low at temperatures below 5000 K. In contrast, only
1%Ti inclusion to Ar-O2 gas markedly elevates the electrical conductivity at temperatures
below 7500 K. This calculation result suggests that the electric current can ow in high
electrical conductivity region. Then Joule heating can be enhanced in the region including
Ti vapour. This fact shows that inclusion of Ti vapour elevates joule heating, aecting the
evaporation of Ti feedstock. It is, however, noted that Ti vapour inclusion elavates the
radiation loss at the same time. This eect thus limits the excessive temperature increase.
Actually, as shown in gure 3.5, the Ti I radiation intensity was observed more strongly
at the o-axis region than in the on-axis region. This high Ti I intensity at o-axis region
might be attributable to the Joule heating enhancement above.
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Fig. 3.9: Electrical conductivity of various gas composition conditions.
3.6.3 Eect of carrier gas injection to the temperature eld
In this section, the inuence of Ar carrier gas injection to the temperature eld was
investigated from the numerical calculation of the temperature eld in the plasma torch.
In this calculation, the following are assumed in the Ar-O2 ICTP: (a) Plasma is in a steady
state. (b) Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) condition was assumed. (c) Conse-
quently, the electron temperature, the gas temperature and the excitation temperatures
are all equal. All chemical reactions reach their equilibrium states. (d) Plasma is optically
thin. Consequently, the light absorption eect is negligible. (e) The gas ow is laminar.
Therefore, turbulence is not considered. (f) Plasma has an axisymmetric structure. Follow-
ing the assumption described above, we solved the governing equations including the mass
conservation, the momentum conservation, the energy conservation, the mass conservation
for O2, and the Maxwell equations. The calculation conditions were similar with those
of the experiment. In this calculation, for simplicity, the Ti feedstock injection was not
considered. The carrier gas ow rate was set at 0 and 4 L min 1. The temperature of
feeding tube wall was xed at 300 K. The heat transfer between feeding tube wall and the
plasma was taken into account. The SIMPLE method was adopted to solve the governing
equations [40].
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Figure 3.10 shows the numerical calculation results on the temperature distribution.
Panel (a) shows the result without carrier gas, whereas panel (b) gives the result with Ar
carrier gas injection of 4 L min 1. The tip of the water-cooled feeding tube is located
between 7th{8th turn of the coil. From panel (a), the temperature below the tip of feeding
tube region (z=200{250 mm) changes between about 2000 to 9000 K in case of no carrier
gas injection. However, the temperature in this region (z=200{250 mm) varies from 2000
K to 5000 K when Ar carrier gas is injected as shown in panel (b).
The axial velocity in the feeding tube was calculated as about 11 m s 1. It is considered
from this gas velocity and the response time of the high speed valve that the Ar carrier gas
starts being injected into the ICTP torch at t 6 ms in gures 3.5 and 3.6. This timing is
earlier than the timing of Ti I intensity observed in gure 3.5. Therefore, Ar carrier gas is
injected rstly into the ICTP torch before Ti feedstock injection into the torch and then
the temperature below the tip of feeding tube is decreased and changed between about
2000 K{5000 K.
The melting point and evaporation temperature of solid Ti are, respectively, 1953 K and
3535 K [37]. According to these data, the temperature of 2000{5000 K below the feeding
tube with Ar carrier gas is suciently high for melting and evaporation of Ti feedstock. In
addition, these temperatures of 2000{5000 K can promote to form precursor TiO molecules
according to the calculated particle composition shown in gure 3.7. This fact involves
that Ar carrier gas injection of 4 L min 1 gives rather good inuence on the formation of
precursor TiO molecules in the plasma torch.
3.6.4 Ti feedstock evaporation and precursor formation in the
ICTP torch
This section presents a discussion of Ti feedstock evaporation and formation of precur-
sor TiO molecule process. The two-dimensional spectroscopic observation results and the
numerical calculation results presented in the preceding sections engender the following
physical picture including generation of Ti atoms, transport of Ti atoms, formation of TiO,
and transport of TiO.
Figure 3.11(a) again shows the observation result of Ti I intensity variation for a valve
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Fig. 3.10: Temperature distribution in the torch and reaction chamber. (a) No carrier gas
injection, and (b) 4 L min 1 Ar carrier gas injection.
opening time topen of 8 ms, gure 3.11(b) is the observation result of TiO intensity variation
for topen of 8 ms. These were observed simultaneously using the two-dimensional spectro-
scopic imaging system. On the other hand, gures 3.11(c){ 3.11 (e) respectively show our
estimated time chart showing Ti feedstock injection into the torch, the temperature varia-
tion in the torch, and the temporal variation in formation of precursor TiO molecules. In
addition, gure 3.12 shows the physical picture with comments we inferred for the tem-
poral and spatial distribution of Ti atomic density and TiO molecular density in the case
of 20%DFvalve. This gure was created by superimposing the measured radiation intensity
distributions of Ti and TiO shown in gure 3.5 and gure 3.6. In this gure, the green
region suggests the distribution of dense Ti atom; the red region shows the distribution of
dense TiO molecule. Figure 3.12(a) is the inferred temperature distribution before injec-
tion of Ti feedstock into the torch. Figure 3.12(b) shows the introduction of Ti feedstock
to the torch, Ti evaporation and initiation of TiO formation at t  7 ms. Figure 3.12(c)
depicts the mixing of Ti and O atoms and formation of TiO at t  14 ms. Figure 3.12(d)
shows the transport of TiO to the downstream of the torch at t 18 ms. Figure 3.12(e) is
a decrease in TiO density and an increase in Ti atomic density attributable to dissociation
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Fig. 3.11: Understanding of Ti feedstock evaporation and precursor TiO molecules in the
torch. (a) Observation result for Ti I in valve open condition of 8 ms, (b) Observation
result for TiO in valve open condition of 8 ms, (c) Estimated timing of feedstock injection
into the torch, (d) Estimated temporal variation of temperature, and (e) Estimated timing
of formation of precursor TiO molecules,
reaction of TiO!Ti+O by temperature recovery at t  20 ms. Figure 3.12(f) is a decrease
in Ti density attributable to convective transport to the downstream of the torch at t 
22 ms.
First, we specically examine the Ti evaporation phase. The feedstock feeding starts by
opening the valve. The feedstock powder from the valve arrives at the tip of the water-
cooled tube into the thermal plasma within 7{8 ms, as indicated in gure 3.11(c) and
gure 3.12(b). Injected feedstock powder begins to evaporate very quickly in 0.5 ms to
generate Ti atoms just under the outlet of the feeding tube because of high temperature
of the ICTP around 5000 K. The feedstock evaporation oers dense Ti atoms. The gen-
erated Ti atoms are transported to the axial direction downstream by ow of the carrier
gas. The Ti atoms are also diused in the radial direction because of high gradient in Ti
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atomic density formed by feedstock evaporation. At the same time, the on-axis tempera-
ture could be decreased rapidly to 2000{5000 K by cool carrier gas ow according to the
calculated temperature eld in gure 3.10, and also by the feedstock evaporation shown in
gure 3.12(b). Therefore, we estimated the time variation in the temperature just under
the tube as indicated in gure 3.11(d). Because of this temperature decrease to 2000{5000
K, Ti and O are associated to produce precursor TiO molecules around the on-axis region
according to the calculated equilibrium composition shown in gure 3.7. This formation
reaction occurs almost as soon as Ti feedstock evaporation within 0.5 ms. Therefore, high-
density Ti atomic gas is present rather in the o-axis region, although high-density TiO
molecular gas is present around on-axis region.
Next, the steady state during Ti feedstock feeding is addressed. Actually, Ti feedstock
feeding produces high-density Ti atoms. Increasing Ti atomic density between t=8{10 ms
promotes TiO molecules formation reaction, resulting in the high-density TiO molecules at
t=8{10 ms, as represented in gure 3.11(e). In t=10{16 ms, the time-variation of Ti atomic
and TiO molecular densities become almost steady because of the balance between feedstock
evaporation and diusive transportation of Ti atoms and TiO molecules. Therefore, spatial
distribution of Ti atom and TiO molecule shown in gure 3.12(c) are obtainable.
Finally, we mention the stopping period of Ti feedstock feeding. When the feedstock
feeding and evaporation are nished, the temperature just under the outlet of the feeding
tube recovers to higher values of 9000 K in the torch, as indicated in gure 3.11(d). In
this case, TiO molecules are dissociated, leading to decreasing TiO molecular density, as
shown in gure 3.12(d). At the same time, Ti atomic density is maintained, whereas
TiO molecular density was decreased. This is true because Ti atoms are regenerated by a
dissociation reaction of TiO molecules, as presented in gure 3.12(e). These TiO and Ti are
transported downstream of the plasma torch and then the reaction chamber. Transported
TiO and Ti are cooled down by temperature gradient in the plasma tail and by temperature
decay due to Ar carrier gas injection and feedstock evaporation. If quenching gas is injected
from the downstream of plasma torch, these gases could be more rapidly quenched. The
high cooling rate allows the high eciency nanoparticle nucleation. Moreover, it also
prevents nanoparticle growth.
As described above, high-density Ti atoms are created in the o-axis region. High-
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density TiO are produced in the on-axis region inside the plasma torch. They are then
transported to the reaction chamber by gas ow. Such high-density Ti atoms can produce
Ti clusters by homogeneous nucleation. Then they can be oxidized to create TiOx clusters,
i.e. the nuclei of TiO2 NPs. However, the high-density TiO can also become TiOx clusters
by homogeneous nucleation with association. These clusters can grow by inhomogeneous
processes including chemical vapour deposition from Ti, O, and TiO in gas phase. Then,
coagulation and agglomeration occur to form NPs in the reaction chamber.
3.7 Summary
Two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopic measurement was conducted during TiO2
nanopowder synthesis using an ICTP torch. This observation adopted an imaging spectro-
scopic system combined with two imaging spectrometers and two high-speed video cameras.
Pure-Ti feedstock powder was injected intermittently into the ICTP torch in an interval
to elucidate the Ti evaporation process of injected powder and formation of precursor TiO
in the plasma torch. The spatiotemporal distribution of Ti I and TiO radiation intensities
was observed simultaneously with the developed system. The observation results provided
fundamental information on evaporation of Ti feedstock and transport of Ti atoms and then
formation and transport process of TiO. These data will be useful to assess high ecient
nanoparticle synthesis using the inductively coupled thermal plasmas.
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Fig. 3.12: Temporal and spatial variation of Ti atomic density and TiO molecular density
in the ICTP torch estimated from two-dimensional spectroscopic observation result for
27%DFvalve. (a) Before feedstock injection into the ICTP torch(t=0 ms), (b) Ti feedstock
feeding, Ti evaporation and TiO formation (t 7 ms), (c) Formation of high-density Ti-O
mixture and TiO molecules (t 14 ms), (d) TiO transport and TiO dissociation attributable
to the increased temperature by stopping of feedstock feeding (t 18 ms), (e) Formation
of high-density Ti atoms attributable to dissociation reaction of TiO!Ti+O (t 20 ms),
and (e) Convective transport of Ti atoms (t 22 ms).
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Chapter 4
Inuence of coil-current modulation
on Ti feedstock evaporation and
formation of TiO precursor molecule
4.1 Introduction
Nanoparticles/nanopowder are expected as promising next generation material used in
various applications such as in electronics, energy and environmental elds. Titanium diox-
ide (TiO2) nanopowder is receiving attention as photocatalyst material, photonic crystals,
photovoltaic cells, and gas sensors [1]{ [4]. However, TiO2 works as photocatalyst only un-
der ultraviolet light because of its wide energy band gap. Attention has also been paid to
TiO2 nanopowder with metallic-ion doping as photocatalyst material. This is because the
impurity energy levels in the band gap improve their visible light absorption eciency [5].
Another application of metallic-ion doped TiO2 is in the biomedical eld [8]. It has been re-
cently reported that Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder has a inammatory protein adsorption
ability [7]. For biomedical applications, no contamination in TiO2 or metallic-ion doped
TiO2 nanopowder is greatly desired. However, eective mass production methods have
not yet been developed for such TiO2 and metallic-ion doped TiO2 nanopowder without
contamination.
Various kinds of nanopowder synthesis methods have been developed so far. Among
them, the inductively-coupled thermal plasma (ICTP) method oers great advantages [2].
For example, it can provide nanopowder with short processing time, and with simple one-
step and continuous process. It can oer nanopowder in non-equilibrium or metastable
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phase. The most important feature of the ICTP method is that it can essentially synthesize
nanopowder without contamination due to the absence of electrodes. Many researchers
have studied various kinds of nanopowder synthesis method using a steady-type of ICTP.
However, nanopowder synthesis methods using steady-type ICTPs still have some issues
such as the diculty in controlling the synthesized particles size, and in the scale-up of the
process for higher production rate [3]{ [17].
In the chapter 2, large-scale nanopowder synthesis method was investigated by using
the pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) with time-controlled feedstock
feeding (TCFF), i. e. PMITP+TCFF method. The PMITP was developed to be con-
trolled the time evolution of the temperature and reactive species elds in thermal plasmas
using the coil current modulation. In addition to this, a method was also developed for
feeding of feedstock powder. In this method, feedstock powder is intermittently and syn-
chronously supplied with the coil current modulation of the PMITP. In our previous work,
the PMITP+TCFF method was applied to synthesize pure TiO2 and Al
3+-doped TiO2
nanopowder with large-scale production. Results indicated that this method using a 20
kW PMITP oered a high production rate of 500 g h 1 for pure TiO2 nanopowder with
a mean particle diameter around 43 nm, and 400 g h 1 for Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder
with a mean particle diameter around 67 nm [21,26].
For a detailed understanding of this PMITP+TCFF method, it is important to study the
evaporation process of the supplied feedstock powder and precursor production in gas phase
for precise control of TiO2 nanoparticle synthesis. Thus in the Chap. 3, fundamental infor-
mation of Ti feedstock evaporation and precursor TiO formation processes were obtained
from two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy (2D OES) during TiO2 nanopowder
synthesis using ICTP with single-shot feedstock injection.
This chapter describes the 2D OES results during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis using
PMITP+TCFF method to discuss eect of coil-current modulation and intermittent feed-
stock feeding on feedstock Ti evaporation and precursor TiO formation in the ICTP/PMITP
torch. For this purpose, Ti feedstock was continuously or intermittently injected into the
conventional (i.e. non-modulated) ICTP torch or PMITP torch. The spatiotemporal varia-
tion for radiation intensities from some atomic spectral lines and molecular emission bands
were measured during the coil current modulation and the intermittent feedstock pow-
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der injection. Finally, the evaporation of the feedstock powder and precursor formation
processes are discussed from the obtained results.
4.2 PMITP+TCFF approach for large-scale nanopow-
der synthesis
The PMITP was developed to control the temperature and reactive species in the ther-
mal plasma jet. The PMITP is sustained by the coil current modulated in a rectangular
waveform. The PMITP has four control parameters: on-time, o-time, HCL and LCL.
The `on-time' is the duration of the higher current level (HCL) phase where a higher input
power is supplied to the PMITP. In this `on-time' temperatures in the plasma torch are
higher. The `o-time' represents the duration of the lower current level (LCL) phase where
the input power to the PMITP is lower. During this phase, the plasma jet temperature
is lower. In addition to these four parameters, we also dened a shimmer current level
(SCL) and duty factor (DF). The SCL is the ratio of LCL to HCL, and the DF is the ratio
of `on-time' to a modulation cycle (`on-time'+ `o-time'). The condition of 100%SCL or
100%DF corresponds to the non-modulation condition.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the comparison between two methods for nanopowder synthesis:
One is the conventional method in which a steady type of ICTP (non-modulated ICTP) is
used with continuous feedstock feeding, and the other is the PMITP+TCFF method. In
the PMITP+TCFF method, a solenoid valve with a response time of 2 ms is installed on
the feedstock feeding tube between the powder feeder and the PMITP torch. By switching
the solenoid valve on and o, the feedstock is fed intermittently into the plasma torch
intermittently and synchronously with the coil-current modulation. The feedstock is sup-
plied into the plasma torch only during the high-temperature period. This intermittently
and synchronously feedstock feeding can be executed by controlling the delay time td for
opening the valve in reference to the pulse modulation signal of the PMITP coil-current.
In the actual experiment, the feedstock reaches the PMITP torch in a nite time of tadt.
The tadt was measured in our previous work as about 6-8 ms. Therefore, the actual delay
time to the coil-current modulation signal is (td + tadt) ' (td + 7) ms.
The injected feedstock is rapidly and completely evaporated during the high-temperature
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Fig. 4.1: Method for large-scale nanopowder synthesis using induction thermal plasma.
Left-hand side: conventional non-modulated ICTP with continuous feedstock feeding;
Right-hand side: PMITP with intermittent feedstock feeding.
phase of the PMITP. The feedstock feeding is stopped by closing the solenoid valve during
successive o-time. In the o-time, the evaporated feedstock material is rapidly and e-
ciently cooled down because the thermal plasma temperature decreases by the decreased
input power to the PMITP. The evaporated Ti atom is mixed with Ar and O atoms from the
thermal plasmas. The rapid cooling of the above atomic mixture promotes the nucleation
of nanoparticles under the saturated vapor conditions. The nucleated nanoparticles are
transported downstream of the PMITP while particle growth take place. The quenching
gas (QG) injection downstream of the torch nozzle further cools the evaporated material to
promote the nucleation of nanoparticles, thus restraining the particle growth. In this way,





The evaporation behavior of the powder injected in the PMITP+TCFF plasma torch
is investigated. For comparison, we also measured the behavior for conventional non-
modulated ICTP with continuous powder feeding, and for the PMITP with continuous
powder feeding. Table 2.1 summarizes the experimental conditions. The plasma torch
used is the same we used in our previous work [21,26]. The total sheath gas ow rate was
xed at 100 l min 1. The O2/Ar gas admixture ratio was set at 10mol% in the sheath
gas. The pressure in the chamber was regulated at 300 torr (=40 kPa). The quenching
gas (QG) was not supplied in this work. The time-averaged input power was xed at
20 kW. It is noted that instantaneous input power was changed periodically with time
according to the coil current modulation. The modulation cycle was xed at 15 ms. The
DF of the modulated coil current was xed at 80%. The SCL was set to two conditions:
100% (non-modulation condition) and 80%. The feedstock was Ti powder with a mean
diameter of 27 m (TILOP-45; Osaka Titanium Technologies Co.Ltd). The feedstock was
fed into the thermal plasma using a rotary powder feeder with Ar carrier gas ow. The Ar
carrier gas ow rate was xed at 4 l min 1. In the present experiments, the feeding rate
of the feedstock was regulated at 4-7 g min 1. This feed rate is much lower than what is
typically used for synthesis of large amounts of nanopowder [21, 26]. This small feed rate
was adopted to carefully investigate the evaporation process. We set two feedstock feeding
methods: the conventional continuous feeding and the intermittent feeding methods. The
intermittent feedstock feeding was synchronized with the coil current modulation with a
delay time td of 6 ms. The open and close time of the valve for the intermittent feedstock
feeding were 12 ms and 3 ms, respectively. The powder was actually fed from the tip of
the water-cooled feeding tube directly to the thermal plasma region. The tip of the water-
cooled feeding tube was located between just above the coil end on the axis of the torch to
allow spectroscopic observation.
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Table 4.1: Experimental conditions.
Time-averaged input power 20 kW
Fundamental frequency of the coil current 450 kHz
Pressure 300 Torr (40 kPa)
Sheath gas composition Ar: 90 L min 1, O2: 10 L min 1
Modulation Pulse-modulation or w/o
Modulation cycle 15 ms
Shimmer current level(SCL) 100% (Non-modulation) or 80%
Duty factor (DF) 80% (On-time:O-time=12 ms:3 ms)
Quenching gas Non-injection
Feedstock feeding Continuous or Intermittent
Valve-open/close cycle 15 ms
Delay time for valve signal 6 ms
DFvalve 80%DFvalve (12 ms open/3 ms close)
Powder feed rate gpow 4-7 g min
 1
Feedstock 100wt%Ti powder
d = 27 m, d <45 m
4.3.2 2D OES conditions
The 2D OES measurement was carried out using a two-dimensional imaging spectrometry
system shown in Fig. 4.2.
Two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy system (An Inc., AN-IMC-DD) contains
an objective lens (Nikon, AF Zoom-Nikkor 80-200 mm f/2.8D ED ), a two-dimensional
imaging spectrophotometer (Princeton Inst., Acton Spectra Pro 2300i), and a high speed
video camera (NAC Imaging Tech., GX-8). The observation conditions are listed in ta-
ble 4.2. The observation area was set to a 7858 mm2 region below the coil end as shown
in Fig. 4.2. It is noted that the feedstock powder is supplied just above the coil end from
the water-cooled feeding tube. The 1200 grooves/mm of diraction grating was used for
the spectrophotometer. In this case, the wavelength resolution of the spectrometer was 0.4
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Table 4.2: The 2D OES measurement conditions.
Observation area 7858 mm2 region below the coil end
Diraction grating 1200 grooves/mm
Wavelength resolution 0.4 nm
Spectral lines observed Ar I (811.53 nm), O I (777.54 nm),
Ti I (453.32 nm) and TiO (615.91 nm)
Frame rate for high speed 3000 fps
video camera
Fig. 4.2: The 2D OES system and observation area for an induction thermal plasma torch.
nm. This system can resolve time varying two-dimensional images at a selected wavelength
using a high speed video camera. The atomic spectral lines of Ar I at a wavelength of
811.53 nm, O I at 777.54 nm were observed in the thermal plasma itself, and an atomic
line of Ti I at 453.32 nm from the evaporated material. We also measured the molecular
emission of TiO around 615.91 nm , which specie is formed by the chemical reaction of Ti
+ O. The frame rate of the high speed camera was set at 3000 fps.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.3: FE-SEM images of nanoparticles synthesized (a) by non-modulated ICTP, and
(b) by PMITP with intermittent feedstock feeding (80%SCL) [15].
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Fig. 4.4: Particle size distribution of nanoparticles synthesized (a) by non-modulated ICTP
and (b) by PMITP with intermittent feedstock feeding (80%SCL) [15].
4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 Synthesized nanoparticles
Figure 4.3 shows FE-SEM images of nanoparticles synthesized (a) by non-modulated
ICTP (100%SCL) with continuous feedstock feeding , and (b) by PMITP (80%SCL) with
intermittent feedstock feeding. As seen in Fig. 4.3, in both cases (a) and (b), many nanopar-
ticles with diameters less than 100 nm were produced. The adopted feedstock feed rates
being much lower typical value used in synthesis of large-scale of nanoparticles [21,26] , the
feedstock was completely evaporated.
From randomly selected 200 particles in each of these FE-SEM images, the particle size
distribution of synthesized particles were evaluated for dierent conditions. Figure 4.4 de-
picts the particle size distribution of nanoparticles synthesized (a) by non-modulated ICTP
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with continuous feedstock feeding, and (b) by PMITP with intermittent feedstock feeding
(80%SCL). The mean particle diameter, and the standard deviation are also represented in
gure 4.4. Nanoparticles with mean particle diameters around 55-65 nm were synthesized
by the both methods even without quenching gas injection. In the next section, we focus an
attention on the inuence of the coil-current modulation and intermittent feedstock feeding
on the feedstock evaporation process as well as the vapor cooling process.
4.4.2 Two-dimensional distribution of radiation intensities
Figures 4.5{ 4.7 show temporal variations of the two-dimensional distribution of radiation
intensities for (a) Ar I and (b) O I lines from the thermal plasma itself, that of (c) Ti I line
from the evaporated material, and those of (d) TiO from by-product of Ti and O. In these
gures, the timing t was also denoted at the bottom-left of each image. The coil current
amplitude rises up at t= 0 ms, and falls down at t= 12 ms. In case of the non-modulated
ICTP with continuous feedstock feeding, the Ar I and O I radiation intensities were almost
unchanged with time as shown in Figs. 4.5 (a) and (b). The Ar I and O I radiation
intensities were almost uniform in the radial direction just below the coil end. However,
the Ar I and O I radiation intensities decreased sharply downstream around the bottom of
these gures, clearly indicating that the plasma tail of the ICTP is rapidly quenched. On
the other hand, Ti atoms emit strongly around the axis, and especially in o-axis region
below the coil end, as depicted in Fig. 4.5 (c). This implies that the injected Ti powder
was evaporated by the thermal plasma to produce a high-density of Ti atoms, which were
transported downstream. The Ti radiation intensity observed on the axis is lower than
that in the fringe. This may be because the induction heating is present in the fringe, and
the Ar carrier gas cools down the temperature on the axis. Figure 4.5 (d) presents the TiO
spectral intensity distribution. The TiO is one important precursor for TiO2 nanoparticle
formation. The radiation intensity of TiO was detected locally on the axis. This means
that TiO was formed in gas phase around the axis, and it transferred downstream by the
Ar carrier gas ow.
Results for the PMITP with continuous feedstock feeding are presented in Fig. 4.6. The
Ar I and O I lines had strong radiation intensities detectable from t=3{12 ms during the
on-time, whereas these intensities became weaker in the o-time as shown in Figs. 4.6
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Fig. 4.5: Two-dimensional distribution of radiation intensities for the non-modulated ICTP
(100%SCL) with continuous feedstock feeding. (a) Ar I: 811.53 nm, (b) O I: 777.54 nm, (c)
Ti I: 453.32 nm, and (d) TiO: 615.91 nm.
(a) and (b). These results indicate that high and low temperature elds in the PMITP
torch were repeatedly created with the coil-current modulation. Panel (c) indicates that
Ti I radiation intensity from evaporated material was also varied with the coil-current
modulation. The TiO radiation intensity were also detected on the axis with a peculiar
time variation according to the coil-current modulation.
The most important result is presented in Fig. 4.7 for the PMITP with intermittent
feedstock feeding. In this case, Ar I and O I radiation intensities similarly changed with
the coil-current modulation. However, a large dierence appears in Ti and TiO radiation
intensities from those observed with continuous feedstock feeding. The radiation intensity of
Ti I in intermittent feedstock feeding became much stronger than with continuous feedstock
feeding. This is attributed to the fact that intermittent feedstock feeding has a higher
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Fig. 4.6: Two-dimensional distribution of radiation intensities from the PMITP for
80%SCL with continuous feedstock feeding. (a) Ar I: 811.53 nm, (b) O I: 777.54 nm,
(c) Ti I: 453.32 nm, and (d) TiO: 615.91 nm.
instantaneous feeding rate during the on-time, and that the fed feedstock is eciently
evaporated by during the PMITP on-time. The Ti I radiation intensity depends on both
Ti excitation temperature and Ti atomic density determined by evaporation amount of Ti
feedstock. The result of the high Ti I intensity in panel (c) indicates that high-density
Ti is present almost without a temperature drop even from feedstock loading because of
high input-power to the PMITP during the on-time. In addition, the TiO intensity was
strong just under the coil end. This result suggests that larger amounts of TiO was formed
under the coil end region in this condition, and that it was transported downstream of the
PMITP torch.
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Fig. 4.7: Two-dimensional distribution of radiation intensities from the PMITP for
80%SCL with intermittent feedstock feeding. (a) Ar I: 811.53 nm, (b) O I: 777.54 nm,
(c) Ti I: 453.32 nm, and (d) TiO: 615.91 nm.
4.4.3 Temporal variation in radiation intensities for dierent spec-
tral lines
Figure 4.8 illustrates the temporal variations in the radiation intensities of Ar I, O I, Ti I
and TiO observed 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm below the coil end on the axis of the plasma
torch. Panel (a) is the result for non-modulated coil current condition with continuous
feedstock feeding; panel (b) is that for modulated coil current condition with continuous
feedstock feeding, and panel (c) corresponds to the result for modulated coil current with
intermittent feedstock feeding.
In case of non-modulation with continuous feedstock feeding, the Ar I and O I have al-
most unchanged radiation intensities, indicating stable sustainability of the thermal plasma
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Fig. 4.8: Temporal variation of radiation intensities of dierent spectral lines observed
below the coil end. (a) Non-modulated coil current with continuous feedstock feeding, (b)
modulated coil current of 80%SCL with continuous feedstock feeding, (c) modulated coil
current of 80%SCL with intermittent feedstock feeding.
torch. The radiation intensity of Ti I uctuate due to the uctuations in feedstock powder
feeding and its evaporation. The TiO intensity is also hardly changed with time.
For modulated coil current with continuous feedstock feeding, the Ar I and O I ra-
diation intensities periodically varied following the coil-current modulation. This result
clearly shows that high-temperature and low-temperature elds in the PMITP torch were
generated repeatedly. The radiation intensities from Ti I and TiO also change with time
similarly.
A signicantly dierent behavior of the time-varying radiation intensities for modulated
coil current with intermittent feedstock feeding is observed. First, Ar I in the panel (c)
has almost unchanged radiation intensity although the coil current was modulated. The
O emission line intensity at 777.54 nm is almost constant similar to Ar I intensity except
just before transition to the o-time. The radiation intensity of Ti I changes according
to the pulse modulation but in almost triangular waveform. On the other hand, the TiO
spectral intensity changes with time in periodical waveform, having a drastic increase just
before transition to the o-time. We infer from those observations that the Ar I has almost
unchanged intensity, which shows the unchanged plasma temperature in spite of the pulse
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modulation. This is inferred due to the energy balance between the increased input power
by the coil current modulation and the increased loss power for evaporation of large amounts
of feedstock during the on-time. The O emission line intensity increase just before transition
to the o-time may be caused only by overlapping intensities from TiO band spectra around
this wavelength because TiO band spectra has a wide wavelength region and high intensity
in this case. The drastic increase in TiO emission intensity may arise from a remarkable
increase in TiO number density just before transition to the o-time. The remarkable
increase in the TiO number density originates from promotion of formation reaction Ti +
O ! TiO because of Ti density increase from feedstock evaporation.
4.4.4 Discussion on Ti evaporation and TiO formation
in PMITP+TCFF method
The observations presented in the preceding sections lead to the following understand-
ing of the evaporation process of Ti feedstock, formation of TiO, and the transport of
TiO(precursor of TiO2 nanoparticles). Figure 4.9 illustrates the schematic interpretation
for phenomena happening in the plasma torch. The steps described as follows, where t is
the time in Fig. 4.7:
(a) The Ti feedstock is supplied into the high-temperature thermal plasma just before
the `on-time' through the feeding tube. High Ar and O atomic density regions are
present in o-axis region.
(b) At t= 0 ms, the coil current amplitude is increased to establish the high temperature
thermal plasma. The Ti feedstock starts being evaporated to generate a high atomic
density Ti region. Ti atoms in gas phase then diuse in all directions.
(c) From t= 3 ms, a region containing Ti and O atoms is formed between the center-axis
and the high-temperature region, and then TiO formation is initiated there.
(d) Around t= 6ms, TiO density increases with time around the center axis.
(e) Around t= 9 ms, further higher TiO density region is formed around the center axis.
(f ) At t= 15 ms, TiO is transported downstream of the PMITP torch between o-time.
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4.5 Summary
The two-dimensional distributions of spectral radiation intensities from pulse modulated
induction thermal plasmas (PMITP) were investigated with continuous/intermittent feed-
stock feeding for TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. For this measurement, the 2D OES system,
consisted of an imaging spectrometer and a high speed video camera, was adopted. The
spatiotemporal distribution of radiation intensities for Ar I, O I, Ti I and TiO spectra
were observed selectively by the 2D OES measurement. The observations provided spatial
information on the evaporation of the Ti feedstock, mixing of Ti and O atoms, formation of
TiO and the transport of TiO, i.e. the precursor of TiO2 nanoparticles. This study dearly
highlights the advantage of using the pulse modulation of the RF power and synchronous
injection of feedstock over the conventional continuous process.
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Fig. 4.9: An interpretation on the evaporation process of Ti feedstock and the formation of
TiO for pulse-modulation with intermittent feedstock feeding. (a) Input powder increase
and initiation of feedstock feeding in on-time; (b) The evaporation of Ti feedstock, and then
diusion of Ti atoms in on-time (t= 0 ms); (c) Mixing of Ti and O atoms, and initiation
of TiO formation around the axis (t= 3 ms); (d) Increasing of TiO density (t= 6 ms);
(e) Formation of high TiO density region (t= 9 ms); (f) Transportation of TiO to the
downstream of the PMITP torch (t= 12 ms).
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Chapter 5
Spatial estimation of Ti excitation
temperature in the ICTP torch
during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis
5.1 Introduction
Nanopowders and nanoparticles (NPs) are receiving great attention as next-generation
materials because of their unique physical, chemical, and optical properties compared to
their bulk properties. Therefore, NPs are used in diverse elds: electronics, medicine,
energy, and the environment. For example, titanium dioxide nanoparticles (TiO2 NPs)
is used as a photocatalyst [1], and in photonic crystals [2], photovoltaic cells [3], and gas
sensors [4]. In addition, metallic-ion doped TiO2 NPs are anticipated for use as visible
light-active photocatalysts [5]{ [7], and as biomedical materials for inammatory protein
adsorption [8,9]. Especially for biomedical applications, prevention of contamination in NPs
is extremely important because even slight impurities of countable atoms or molecules can
alter the NP properties and damage human skin. Therefore, a high-purity synthesis process
of NPs with high production eciency is eagerly sought for progress of nano-technologies.
Various NP synthesis methods have been developed to date. Dierent thermal plasma
torches have been applied in these methods to fabricate nanomaterials including NPs [1].
Among these NP synthesis methods using thermal plasmas, inductively coupled thermal
plasma (ICTP) presents some great benets for NP fabrication [2]{ [18]. One salient benet
of ICTP methods is that ICTP can produce a high-temperature and high-chemical activity
eld with no impurity from electrodes. In actuality, it requires no electrodes to sustain
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thermal plasmas. A second important benet is that the ICTP method can use not only
liquid and gas materials but also solid materials as a feedstock material. This feature
extends its applicable range for NPs of various types. Another feature is that it can oer
one-step, direct processing with much shorter processing time for NP synthesis. The ICTP
method can evaporate the feedstock fed to produce atoms in the high-temperature ICTP.
Then the evaporated material is cooled to produce NPs. This method can also produce not
only pure-metallic NPs but also oxide or nitride NPs by adopting specied reactive gases for
processing. Nevertheless, the conventional ICTP method also presents some shortcomings,
including poor size control and low production eciency. Therefore, the alleviation of these
shortcomings suggests challenging work for the goal of wider use of ICTP methods in future
applications.
The authors have developed a unique and original method of large-scale NP synthesis
using pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) with time-controlled feeding of
a feedstock (TCFF) [19]{ [22]. We designate this method as `PMITP+TCFF method'.
The PMITP was developed in our group to control the high-temperature and chemical
activity elds in thermal plasmas in the time domain using amplitude modulation of the
coil-current [23, 24]. In addition, we contrived the TCFF method for more eective NP
fabrication. The TCFF method was applied to control timing of the feedstock injection
into the ICTP torch. In the PMITP+TCFF method, feedstock powder is intermittently in-
jected synchronously with coil-current modulation of PMITP [21,22]. This PMITP+TCFF
method provides eective evaporation of feedstock. Then eective cooling of the evap-
orated materials is done for ecient nucleation of NPs. In the chapter 2, the 20 kW
PMITP+TCFF method was adopted for pure-TiO2 NPs and Al
3+-doped TiO2 NP synthe-
ses. In this work, pure-TiO2 NPs with mean particle diameter of approximately 43 nm and
Al3+-doped TiO2 NPs with mean particle diameter of approximately 67 nm were synthe-
sized with a high production rate of more than approximately 400{500 g h 1 [7,26]. These
production rates at input power of 20 kW were several tens of times higher than those of
conventional methods using thermal plasmas.
One key point for enhancement of production eciency is to elucidate NP formation
mechanisms including feedstock evaporation processes and precursor molecule formation
processes. For this purpose, many numerical simulations have been conducted for various
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kinds of NP synthesis using an ICTP torch to clarify NP formation processes including
feedstock evaporation, precursor formation, nucleation and NP growth processes [17]{ [20].
However, few reports have described investigation of NP synthesis processes based on spatial
and temporal measurements for the ICTP torch during NP synthesis.
We have been investigating these processes during pure-TiO2 NP synthesis using the
ICTP mainly with a two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopic (2D OES) system. In
the chapter 3 and chapter 4, the 2D OES measurement was carried out to fundamentally
investigate Ti feedstock evaporation and precursor TiO formation processes in ICTP and
PMITP torch and to discuss eect of PMITP+TCFF method on feedstock evaporation
and precursor formation [30,31]. However, the temperature distribution in the ICTP torch
has not yet been investigated. The temperature is a crucial parameter for determining NP
nucleation processes.
This chpater presents estimation results on 2D temperature distribution in the plasma
torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. Almost single-shot feedstock powder injection
was applied to the non-modulated ICTP torch in this experiment. For this estimation, the
Ti excitation temperature TTiex distribution was estimated using the two-line method for two
Ti I atomic spectral lines. The spatial and temporal change in the TTiex was evaluated in the
plasma torch during TiO2 NP synthesis. Evaluated T
Ti
ex was compared with spatiotemporal
distribution of TiO radiation intensities obtained from our earlier work [31]. Result showed
that the Ti excitation temperature is higher at o-axis region in the ICTP torch, while it
is lower at central axis region with strong TiO radiation intensity. These results suggest
that TiO molecules are formed only at lower temperature region around central axis region
in the ICTP torch.
5.2 Experimentals
5.2.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup was the same as that reported in our earlier work [26]. Figure 5.1
shows the non-modulated ICTP torch for TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. This cylindrical-type
of ICTP torch has two co-axial quartz tubes. The water ows between quartz tubes to cool
the inner quartz tube wall. The inner quartz has 70 mm inner diameter and 370 mm length;
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the outer quartz tube has 85 mm outer diameter. The eight-turn induction coil is located
around the outer quartz tube. The coil is connected to a matching circuit and inverter
power supply to generate an electromagnetic eld. Consequently an RF thermal plasma is
produced inside the inner quartz tube of the plasma torch. A water-cooled stainless steel
feeding tube is inserted from the top of the torch head, located on the central axis of the
torch. The outer diameter and inner diameter of the feeding tube are, respectively, 10 mm
and 4 mm. The feedstock can be injected directly into the thermal plasma through the
feeding tube from a powder feeder. Between the feeding tube and the powder feeder, a
high-speed solenoid valve is installed to control feedstock injection into the thermal plas-
mas. This solenoid valve can be controlled using a transistor{transistor logic (TTL) signal.
Figure 5.2 depicts an overall view of the experimental system for nanoparticles synthesis,
including the ICTP torch, reaction chambers, a collection lter, and a vacuum pump. The
reaction chambers and the collection lter are installed downstream of the ICTP torch
to collect the synthesized nanopowder. All reaction chamber walls are cooled by water.
Details of these experimental apparatuses are available in the literature [26].
5.2.2 Experimental conditions
Table 6.1 presents the experimental conditions of pure-TiO2 nanopowder synthesis de-
scribed in the present work. In this experiment, the Ti feedstock was intermittently in-
jected into the non-modulated PMITP torch (i.e. conventional ICTP torch) to investigate
the spatiotemporal behaviours of Ti feedstock vapour and precursor TiO vapour, and also
the temperature and nucleation inside the ICTP torch. The time-averaged input power
from the inverter power supply was xed at 20 kW. The fundamental frequency of the
coil-current was about 304 kHz. A mixture gas of Ar and O2 was used as a sheath gas. The
total gas ow rate of the sheath gas was xed at 100 L min 1. The gas composition was set
to 90 mol%Ar and 10 mol%O2. In this experiment, to retain simplicity of the investigation,
quenching gas was not supplied to the reaction chamber. The pressure was xed at 300
Torr (approx. 40 kPa) for the inside of torch and reaction chamber. Pure-Ti micro-powder
(TILOP-45; Osaka Titanium Technologies Co. Ltd.) was used as the feedstock powder.
The mean diameter and the maximum diameter of this feedstock were about 27 m and 45
m, respectively. The Ti feedstock was intermittently supplied into the ICTP torch with
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Fig. 5.2: Overall view of the experimental apparatus used for nanopowder fabrication.
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Table 5.1: Experimental conditions.
Time-averaged input power 20 kW
Fundamental frequency of the coil current 304 kHz
Modulation Non-modulation
Pressure 300 Torr (40 kPa)
Gas composition Ar: 90 L min 1, O2: 10 L min 1
Carrier gas ow rate Ar: 4 L min 1
Quenching gas Non-injection
Valve open{close cycle 30 ms
Valve open{close time 8/22 ms (27%DFvalve)
Powder feed rate gpow 4{7 g min
 1
Feedstock 100 wt%Ti powder
d = 27 m, d <45 m
Ar carrier gas through the solenoid valve and feeding tube. The gas ow rate of Ar carrier
gas was xed at 4 L min 1. The feedstock injection was controlled by a high-speed solenoid
valve connecting the feeding tube with the rotary powder feeder, as shown in Figure 5.2.
The solenoid valve response time was about 2 ms. The feedstock feeding rate was adjusted
to about 4{7 g min 1. This feeding rate is lower than those used for large-scale nanopow-
der synthesis reported in our earlier work [26], but it is higher or comparable to that of
the conventional ICTP method. This feeding rate condition was selected to investigate
fundamental behaviour of the feedstock vapour, precursor TiO vapour, the temperature
distribution and nucleation. The feeding cycle time (tcycvalve) was set to 30 ms, which is
much longer than that used in our earlier work [26]. The open (topen)/close time (tclose)
of the solenoid valve was adjusted to 8/22 ms (27%DFvalve). The DFvalve, which was used
as a control parameter of the solenoid valve, is dened as topen/t
cyc
valve. In the condition of
27%DFvalve, the open time was suciently shorter than the close time. Therefore the con-
dition of 27%DFvalve is regarded as almost a single-shot feedstock feeding. This single-shot
feeding was adopted to avoid interaction between feedstock feeding during intermittent
feedstock injection [31].
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Table 5.2: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation conditions.
Observation area 47  46 mm2 region below the coil end
Diraction grating 1200 grooves/mm
Wavelength resolution 0.4 nm
Spectral lines observed Ti I (453.32 nm) and Ti I (521.04 nm)
Frame rate for high speed video camera 3000 fps
5.2.3 Optical emission spectroscopy conditions
The 2D OES measurements were conducted using a 2D OES system (AN-IMC-DD; An
Inc.) as presented in gure 5.3 with a 2D OES region. This 2D OES system consists
of an objective lens (AF Zoom-Nikkor 80-200 mm f/2.8D ED; Nikon Corp.), an imaging
spectrometer (Acton Spectra Pro 2300i; Princeton Instruments, Inc.), and a high-speed
video camera (GX-8; NAC Image Technology Inc.). The observation conditions are pre-
sented in table 6.2. The 2D OES region was set to approximately a 47  46 mm2 region
below the coil-end, as shown in gure 5.3. The imaging spectrometer has a diraction
grating of 1200 grooves mm 1. The wavelength resolution of this system was 0.4 nm. The
salient feature of this system is that it can measure the radiation intensity of spectral lines
with higher wavelength resolution of 0.4 nm than those other imaging OES systems using
optical interference bandpass lters. In this work, two Ti I spectral lines were observed
at 453.32 nm and 521.04 nm wavelengths to estimate Ti excitation temperature distribu-
tion using two-line method. A high-speed video camera was used to capture 2D image at
the specied wavelength. The frame rate of the high{speed video camera was set to 3000
frames per second (fps). We conrmed that the measured high-speed video images had
good reproducibility at each timing in the present experimental condition. Consequently,
the accumulation and averaging were done four times for four cycles (=4tcycvalve) to reduce
the contribution from a noise signal.


















Fig. 5.3: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation region and observation system using
an imaging spectrometer and high-speed video camera.
5.3 Determination method of Ti excitation tempera-
ture
The Ti excitation temperature (TTiex ) was ascertained from 2D radiation intensity of Ti I
at 453.32 nm and that of Ti I at 521.04 nm. Here, the radiation intensity I453 of Ti I
spectral line at 453.32 nm is superimposed from the contribution of two Ti I spectral
lines at 453.3240 nm and at 453.4776 nm, whereas the radiation intensity I521 is obtained
from a Ti I spectral line at 521.04 nm. Consequently, the intensity ratio I453=I521 can
be calculated as a function of TTiex when the population of the excited states follows the

























where k is Boltzmann's constant, pq, kl and mn are wavelengths for Ti I at 453.3240
nm, at 453.4776 nm and at 521.0384 nm, gp, gk and gm are the degeneracy values of the
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upper level for respective spectral lines, Apq, Akl and Amn are the transition probabilities
for respective spectral lines, Ep, Ek and Em is the upper state energy levels for respective
spectral lines. These atomic constants, which were referred from the NIST database [27],
are presented in table 5.3.
As well known, the collision frequencies between the electron and heavy particles and
between heavy particles are extremely high (e.g. 1016 s 1 at 300 torr) in thermal plasmas
because the electron and gas temperatures are high as several thousands kelvin and the
pressure is high as 300 torr. These high collision frequencies lead the plasma to near
thermodynamic equilibrium condition. Thus, the population of the excited states follows
the Boltzmann distribution in many case for thermal plasmas [13]. From this reason, it
was assumed at present that the population of the excited states follows the Boltzmann
distribution.
Figure 5.4 shows a curve of I453=I521 as a function of T
Ti
ex . Using this curve of I453=I521 
TTiex , one can estimate T
Ti
ex from measurements of I453=I521 for intensity ratio of the Ti I spec-
tral lines. For this temperature estimation, the inuence of continuum spectra was found
to be negligible because the radiation intensity of continuum spectra around 521.04 nm and
453.32 nm wavelengths were very weak compared with those of these Ti I spectra lines.
This neglect of the continuum was conrmed from another spectroscopic observation using
a spectroscopic observation. In determination of the excitation temperature, for simplic-
ity, Abel inversion was not performed. Strictly speaking, Abel inversion for the measured
radiation intensities should be done to obtain the net radiation intensity distributions if
the axis-symmetric structure can hold in the radiation intensity. However, the complete
axis-symmetric structure cannot be obtained in the measured radiation intensity, and the
incomplete axis-symmetric structure would involve an error in the estimation of temper-
ature. On the other hand, the apparent radiation intensities integrated along the line of
sight were used here to determine the excitation temperature with an error tolerance. The
excitation temperature determined here is thus not completely local one but an indicator
of the excitation temperature. Nevertheless, the excitation temperature determined here is
roughly close to the real excitation temperature, and useful to estimate relative distribu-
tion of the excitation temperature. Consequently, the excitation temperature ascertained
in this study would be overestimated or underestimated with error of 1000 K from our
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Table 5.3: Physical quantities for respective Ti I spectra.
 [nm] Cong. E [eV] A [106 s 1] g
453.3204 3d34s-3d34p 3.5827 88.3 11
453.4776 3d34s-3d34p 3.5693 68.7 9
521.0384 3d24s2-3d24s4p 2.4269 3.89 9
















Ti excitation temperature : T
ex
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Fig. 5.4: Relation between I453=I521 and the Ti excitation temperature.
detailed temperature evaluation considering the radial temperature distribution. The error
in temperature determination between with and without Abel inversion will be discussed
in section 5.5.2.
5.4 Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation results
5.4.1 Spatial distribution of Ti I radiation intensities
Figure 5.5 portrays 2D OES results for two Ti atomic lines. Panel (a) shows the solenoid
valve open{close signal, panel (b) depicts a schematic of the estimated timing of feedstock
injection into the ICTP torch, and panel (c) is the 2D distribution of Ti I radiation intensity
at 453.32 nm wavelength, and panel (d) portrays the 2D distribution of Ti I radiation
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intensity at 521.04 nm wavelength. Panel (a) presents that the solenoid valve receives
the open signal (high-level signal) at t=0 ms, and the close signal (low-level signal) at
t=8 ms, where t is the time. As portrayed in panel (b), we have already conrmed in
another experiment that it takes approximately 6{8 ms for the solenoid valve to open and
for Ti feedstock to travel from the inlet of the solenoid valve to the ICTP torch. After the
feedstock reaches the torch at around t=8{9 ms, and the feeding rate becomes the value
in the steady state at t=9{16 ms. After steady state feeding, the feeding rate decreases a
stops at around t=15{17 ms. In panels (c) and (d), the coil end position is presented with
axial coordinate z and radial coordinate r. The radial position r=0 mm in panels (c) and
(d) almost corresponds to the central axis of the ICTP torch.
In panel (c), the radiation intensity of Ti I at 453.32 nm was extremely low at t=0{
6 ms because the Ti feedstock did not yet reach into the ICTP torch. At t=6{8 ms, the
Ti I radiation intensity increased sharply. This sharp increase in the radiation intensity
indicates that Ti feedstock reaches the torch. It began to be evaporated rapidly at around
t=6 ms. It is noteworthy that, around t=6 ms, the Ti I radiation intensity was detected
only around the on-axis region (r=0 mm), although it was then expanded from the on-
axis region to the o-axis region at t=8 ms. This expansion suggests that the feedstock
evaporation initially occurs around on-axis region. Then the evaporated Ti atoms might be
diused in the radial direction because of the high radial gradient of Ti density. At t=8{20
ms, the Ti I radiation intensity is kept high and static at the axial position of z=15-40
mm and radial position of jrj <10 mm below the coil-end region in the ICTP torch. This
high and static radiation intensity distribution implies that the feedstock injection and its
evaporation are almost in a steady state in the ICTP torch. After t=20{22 ms, the Ti I
radiation intensity decreased with time. Then it became too low to be detected. This result
reects that feedstock feeding is well controlled to be stopped by the solenoid valve. Similar
spatiotemporal behaviour of Ti I radiation intensity was found for the spectral line at 521.04
nm wavelength, as shown in panel (d). Consequently, spatiotemporal distributions of the
radiation intensities from two Ti atomic lines were observed using the 2D OES system.
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Fig. 5.5: 2D OES results for two Ti atomic lines. (a) High-speed solenoid valve open{
close signal. (b) Estimated actual feedstock injection timing into the ICTP torch. (c) Ti I
radiation intensity at 453.32 nm wavelength. (d) Ti I radiation intensity at 521.04 nm
wavelength.
5.4.2 Spatiotemporal distribution of the Ti excitation
temperature
5.4.2.1 Estimation of 2D Ti excitation temperature
The excitation temperature TTiex was estimated from the radiation intensities of the two
Ti I lines. Figure 5.6 depicts (a) the radiation intensity distribution of Ti I at =453.32 nm,
(b) that at =521.04 nm, and (c) TTiex estimated from the above two intensity distributions
at t=16 ms. In panel (c), the region painted in black corresponds to the region in which TTiex
was unable to be estimated because of its low radiation intensity. In addition, the region
in which TTiex was estimated as below 2500 K is also painted in black because of a lack of
accuracy in determination of TTiex .
In this gure, TTiex on the axis around jrj <10 mm was estimated as about 2500{4000 K,
which is lower than the o-axis temperature. This low temperature might arise from
a quenching eect of low-temperature Ar carrier gas (approx. 300 K) injected together
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison between Ti I radiation intensities and estimated Ti excitation tem-
perature distribution at t=16 ms. (a) Ti I radiation intensity at 453.32 nm wavelength.
(b) Ti I radiation intensity at 521.04 nm wavelength. (c) 2D distribution of Ti excitation
temperature.
with Ti feedstock into the ICTP torch [31]. Furthermore, evaporation of the Ti feedstock
consumes energy around the on-axis, which can decrease the temperature. On the other
hand, TTiex around jrj=10{15 mm, which is the o-axis temperature, was estimated as higher
than 4500 K. This high temperature at the o-axis might be attributable to induction
heating by the eddy current in the ICTP. The injected Ti feedstock is evaporated, resulting
in high-density Ti atoms. Mixing of Ti atoms to Ar-O2 plasma increases the electrical
conductivity markedly around 4500{6000 K [31] because of lower ionization potential of
Ti than Ar or O atoms. Consequently, at the o-axis region, the current density from
inductive coupling can be elevated by increased electrical conductivity, involving an increase
in the on-axis temperature. Such 2D temperature estimation can be done using 2D OES
measurements.
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison between Ti I and TiO radiation intensities and estimated Ti ex-
citation temperature distribution at t=16 ms. (a) Ti I radiation intensity at 453.32 nm
wavelength. (b) 2D distribution of Ti excitation temperature. (c) TiO radiation intensity
obtained from our earlier work [31].
5.4.2.2 Relation between estimated TTiex and the radiation intensities of
Ti and TiO
It is useful to investigate the relation between the estimated TTiex and the radiation in-
tensities of Ti and TiO. Figure 5.7 presents a comparison of spatial distributions among
(a) the radiation intensity of Ti atomic line at 453.32 nm, (b) estimated TTiex , and (c) the
radiation intensity of TiO. These are obtained at t=16 ms after initiation of the open signal
for the solenoid valve, as described in the previous section. The TiO molecular radiation
intensity distribution was referred from our earlier work [31]. From the radiation intensity
distributions of Ti and TiO shown in panels (a) and (c), we were able to infer the density
distribution of Ti and TiO, while also considering the temperature in panel (b).
As shown in panel (a), the Ti atoms have high density around the axis just below
the coil end, where TTiex was estimated as 2500{4000 K around the axis in panel (b), as
described in the previous section. Panel (c) depicts that the TiO radiation intensity is high
only around on-axis region. This strong TiO radiation intensity distribution on the axis
closely corresponds to low-TTiex region around on-axis shown in panel (b). In addition, the
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Fig. 5.8: Comparison between 2D OES results and estimated Ti excitation temperature
distribution. (a) Ti I radiation intensity at 453.32 nm wavelength. (b) 2D distribution of
Ti excitation temperature. (c) TiO radiation intensity obtained from our earlier work [31].
TiO radiation intensity became highest downstream of the torch. This downstream region
approximates the region in which TTiex was estimated below 2500 K. This agreement suggests
that TiO molecules are formed this downstream region because of association reactions Ti
+ O + M ! TiO + M at low temperature, where M is the third particle.
5.4.2.3 Spatiotemporal distribution of Ti excitation temperature
For one cycle of the valve open to close, the TTiex was estimated. Its spatiotemporal dis-
tribution was compared with the radiation intensity distribution of Ti and TiO. Figure 5.8
shows the spatiotemporal distributions of (a) the Ti I radiation intensity, (b) the estimated
TTiex , and (c) the TiO radiation intensity in one cycle of the solenoid valve for intermittent
feeding.
As panel (b) shows, TTiex was not estimated between t=0{4 ms because the Ti radiation
intensity was extremely low in the ICTP torch. At t=6{8 ms, TTiex was estimated as 2500{
4000 K around on the axis, as 4500{8000 K in o-axis region in the ICTP torch. At t=8{18
ms, TTiex distribution is almost static, except at a downstream portion. That downstream
portion has a decreased temperature region around z=40{50 mm and jrj=10 mm. The
radiation intensity of TiO becomes strong, as shown in panel (c) especially at t=14{16
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ms. This fact suggests that TiO molecules are formed at this downstream region through
an association reaction by decreased temperature. From t=16 ms, injection amount of
feedstock was gradually reduced by closing the valve, as described previously. This sup-
pression of feedstock injection might engender recovery in the temperature, especially from
upstream of the ICTP torch. Consequently, TTiex was found to be recovered gradually after
t=16 ms, as shown in panel (b). In panel (c), the TiO radiation intensity was detected
strongly at t=8{18 ms. This intensity was detected as high only around the on-axis region
during t=8{18 ms. After t=18 ms, the TiO radiation intensity decreased rapidly because
TiO molecules might mainly be transported by axial convection and because TiO can be
dissociated to produce Ti + O by recovering temperature.
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Equilibrium particle composition for the Ar-O-Ti system
The equilibrium particle composition for the Ar-O-Ti system was calculated to investigate
behaviour of Ti atoms, and TiO and TiO2 molecules as a function of temperature. The
minimization of Gibbs's free energy of a system of Ar-O-Ti was performed to calculate
the equilibrium particle compositions. These calculations were conducted under constant
pressure of 300 Torr (approx. 40 kPa). In this calculation, species only in the gas phase were
considered. intentionally because we consider precursor molecule formation at rst. The
calculation procedure is the same as that used in our earlier work [31]. The equilibrium
particle compositions were calculated for two gas mixture conditions: 89 mol%Ar - 10
mol%O2 - 1 mol%Ti and 50 mol%Ar - 25 mol%O2 - 25 mol%Ti. Both these conditions
have more than 2.0 in molar ratio of oxygen atom to titanium atom, and thus all Ti atoms
can react with oxygen atoms to produce TiO2 molecules through reactions of Ti(g) + O2
! TiO2(g). The second condition of 50%Ar-25%O2-25%Ti mixture has a much higher Ti
inclusion ratio. Therefore, high density TiO and TiO2 vapour can be formed compared to
the rst condition of 89%Ar-10%O2-1%Ti mixture.
Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) present the calculated equilibrium compositions of 89%Ar-10%O2-
1%Ti and 50%Ar-25%O2-25%Ti mixtures at a pressure of 300 torr ( 40 kPa). In panel (a)













































































Fig. 5.9: Equilibrium particle compositions for the Ar-O2-Ti system: (a) 89%Ar-10%O2-
1%Ti, and (b) 50%Ar-25%O2-25%Ti.
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Fig. 5.10: Estimation result of Ti excitation temperature with Abel inversion at z=20 mm.
than 10 000 K. At temperatures of 10 000 { 5000 K, Ar and O atoms are the predomi-
nant species. At 5000{3000 K, TiO(g) is formed by the association reaction of Ti(g)+O!
TiO(g). Then TiO(g) becomes a dominant species. At temperatures below 3000 K, TiO2(g)
in gas phase is also formed markedly by the association reaction of TiO(g)+O!TiO2(g).
In addition, the TiO2 molecule becomes the dominant species among Ti species at tem-
peratures lower than 3500 K. Panel (b) for 50%Ar-25%O2-25%Ti mixture shows a similar
composition variation as a function of temperature to the 89%Ar-10%O2-1%Ti mixture.
However, the partial pressure of TiO2(g) monomer becomes much higher for the 50%Ar-
25%O2-25%Ti mixture than for 89%Ar-10%O2-1%Ti at temperatures below 4000 K. If such
a high partial pressure of TiO2(g) can be realized, then it may lead to TiO2(s,`) nucleation
possible in the ICTP torch. On the other hand, O2 partial pressure becomes lower because
O atoms are consumed through formation of TiO2(g) and TiO(g).
In our previous section, we discussed the relationship between the Ti excitation temper-
ature, Ti and TiO radiation intensities. Results from gures 5.7 and 5.8 indicated that
TiO(g) was eectively formed in a region at temperatures below 5000 K. These results
fairly agree with the density increase of TiO(g) with decreasing temperature from 5000 K
in the equilibrium compositions.
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5.5.2 Temperature dierence between with and without Abel in-
version
Abel inversion technique for obtained radiation intensities was partially used to check
a inuence in temperature determination between with and without Abel inversion. The
Abel inversion was made for the two Ti radiation intensities measured at an axial position
of z=20 mm in gures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b). Generally, the Abel inversion technique assumes
an axis-symmetric structure for the radiation intensity and requires to assign the center
axis. However, the radiation intensity distribution from the plasma is not completely axis-
symmetric structure. The assignment of the center axis position is therefore one parameter
to produce an error in temperature determination.
Figure 5.10 shows the estimation results on the radial distribution of TTiex with Abel
inversion and without Abel inversion. This gure includes three results on TTiex for three
dierent central axis positions with Abel inversion: r=0, 1, and 2 mm in gures 5.6(a) and
5.6(b). In gure 5.10, the solid black curve shows the estimation result on TTiex without Abel
inversion for the specied center axis position of r =1 mm. The dashed curves indicate the
estimation results on TTiex with Abel inversion for the three dierent center axis positions
r =0, 1, 2 mm. The horizontal axis in this gure corresponds to the radial position r0 from
the specied center axis. As seen in gure 5.10, TTiex around the central axis r
0 <3 mm were
estimated to be about 3000{3500 K with Abel inversion for dierent center axis positions,
whilst TTiex was evaluated as about 3700 K without Abel inversion. At 0mm < r
0 < 7mm,
the temperature dierences among these four curves are thus less than 1000 K. On the
other hand, at radial positions r0 > 7mm, there are large temperature dierences among
three dashed curves. As seen, Abel inversion with uncertain central axis position produces
a serious error >2000 K in temperature determination. From the above error estimation,
it was found that the temperature error without Abel inversion around the center axis is
less than 1000 K. In addition, even with Abel inversion, uncertain center axis position for
incomplete axis-symmetric structure provides an error in temperature determination about
2000 K at r0 >7 mm in gures 5.6(c) and 5.7(b). Thus, Abel inversion was not carried
out for two-dimensional temperature determination in the present paper. Further accurate
2D temperature determination needs a computer tomographic technique with dierent
observation directions in future work. Nevertheless, the 2D temperature estimation result
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presented here oers important information on distribution and its time variation during
nanoparticle synthesis.
5.5.3 Possibility in nucleation occurrence in the torch
In this section, just a possibility in nucleation occurrence in the torch is discussed on the
basis of saturation vapor pressure and then supersaturation condition. This discussion does
not explain complete routes to TiO2 NP formation, but only a nucleation possibility in the
torch. As shown in gure 5.9, there are three Ti-containing species, i.e. Ti atom, TiO(g) and
TiO2(g) molecules, in Ar-O2-Ti system at temperatures below 3000 K. Molecules TiO2(g)
plays an important role directly for TiO2 nucleation. In addition, TiO(g) molecule may also
have an important role for TiO nucleation (e.g., -TiO(s), -TiO(s)) and then it oxides to
produce TiOx(s) (1 < x < 2) clusters. However, there are lacks of sucient physical data
about TiO(s) because it is unstable compared to TiO2(s). Thus, we here focused only on a
possibility in nucleation occurrence for TiO2(s) from TiO2(g) in the torch. If we consider
other routes to TiO2(s) nucleation, the nucleation occurrence possibility in the torch would
be further higher.
From the temperature distribution determined in the ICTP torch, we can estimate the
2D distribution of saturation vapor pressure of TiO2(g). The saturation vapour pressure
distribution in the torch is an important parameter to guess nucleation occurrence in the
ICTP torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. The saturation vapour pressure was cal-
culated from Clausius{Clapeyron equation (Psat):











where PTiO2sat is the saturation vapour pressure of TiO2, P0 is the reference pressure (atmo-
spheric pressure), (H)vap stands for the latent heat for vaporization of TiO2, R is the gas
constant, T0 signies the vaporization temperature of TiO2 at atmospheric pressure, and
T is the gas temperature. In this estimation of the saturation vapor pressure distribution,
TTiex was used as gas temperature T on the assumption of LTE condition. The physical
constants and quantities of monomer were collected from databooks [36,37].
Figure 5.11 shows the estimated saturation vapour pressure distribution of TiO2 in the












































Fig. 5.11: Estimation result of TiO2(g) saturation vapour pressure in the ICTP torch.
while panel (b) is the estimated saturation vapour pressure of TiO2 gas (P
TiO2
sat ). As seen in
panel(b), PTiO2sat is calculated to be 10
7{108 Pa at o-axis region, whereas it is less than 105
Pa at on-axis region. According to homogeneous nucleation theory, nucleation can occur
when the saturation ratio S is greater than unity (supersaturation) at least. The saturation





where PTiO2 is the partial pressure of TiO2(g). As shown in panel(b), the saturation vapour
pressure is greater than the ambient pressure (300 torr4104 Pa) in most of vapour region.
This means that nucleation cannot occur there. However, at downstream of on-axis region
in the ICTP torch, the saturation vapour pressure PTiO2sat becomes lower than ambient
pressure. This implies that TiO2 vapour can be in supersaturation state if Ti feedstock is
eciently evaporated and then fully mixed with oxygen as shown in gure 5.9(b). This
result infers that TiO2 nuclei could be generated in this downstream region in the ICTP
torch. However, it should be noted that nucleation occurrence could be estimated if the
partial pressure of TiO2(g) would be measured in the ICTP torch. The evaluation of the
partial pressure of TiO2(g) and then nucleation occurrence are underway in our group.
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5.6 Summary
Two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopic (2D OES) observations were conducted
to investigate the spatiotemporal distribution of radiation intensities from Ti atomic lines
and TiO molecular spectra during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis using an ICTP torch. Fur-
thermore, the 2D distribution of Ti excitation temperature was estimated from the 2D OES
results in the ICTP torch. The 2D OES radiation intensities of Ti and TiO, and the 2D Ti
excitation temperature elucidated a fundamental relation between the Ti and TiO vapour
and the temperature distribution. These results will be useful to discuss the nucleation
occurrence of nanoparticles in the plasma torch.
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Chapter 6
Determination of Ti vapor admixture
ratio in the Ar ICTP torch during Ti
feedstock injection
6.1 Introduction
Thermal plasmas are widely applied to various material processes such as nanopowder
synthesis, surface modication, and thin lm deposition [1]- [12]. Inductively coupled ther-
mal plasma (ICTP) is a thermal plasma that is used frequently for nanopowder synthesis
because of its high temperature and high chemical activity eld and non-contaminating pro-
cess: it uses electrodeless discharge [13]. For nanopowder synthesis using ICTPs, a solid,
liquid, or gas phase feedstock is often injected into a thermal plasma to evaporate and
decompose the feedstock to form precursor atomic or molecular particles. The feedstock
vapor and precursor vapor are mixed with the thermal plasma gas. Metal feedstock are
often used to synthesize metallic nanopowders, metallic oxides, and nitride nanopowders.
Especially for metal feedstock evaporation in the ICTP, even only a slight admixture of
metal vapor can change the thermal plasma properties markedly, especially elevating elec-
trical conductivity [14, 15]. In the case of ICTP, changing the magnitude of the electrical
conductivity aects the plasma temperature distribution and the plasma stability consid-
erably because the ICTP is sustained with induction heating at an electrically conductive
channel in the plasma [13]. It is therefore necessary to investigate the spatial distribution
of feedstock vapor admixture ratio in an actual ICTP torch. The feedstock admixture ratio
distribution might inuence plasma properties and plasma stability to a marked degree.
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Numerical studies have investigated feedstock evaporation and feedstock vapor distri-
bution in thermal plasmas [16, 17]. Nevertheless, few reports have described experimental
investigations of feedstock evaporation or spatial measurement of feedstock vapor during
material processing using thermal plasmas. Consequently, some convenient and eective
method is desired to measure the feedstock vapor admixture ratio for comparison and
for support of numerical calculation results. After feedstock evaporation and precursor
formation, nanoparticles are nucleated by homogeneous nucleation and then by heteroge-
neous nucleation [18]- [20]. In both cases, nanoparticle nucleation depends strongly on
the number density and partial pressure of the neutral precursor particle. Some ions can
also contribute to nucleation by ion-induced nucleation [21, 22]. Accordingly, the spatial
distribution of number densities for various species is also crucially important to augment
the understanding of nucleation phenomena.
In the chapters. 3{5, two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy measurements (2D OES)
was carried out to investigate feedstock evaporation experimentally and to investigate pre-
cursor formation processes during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis in the inductively coupled
thermal plasma (ICTP) torch. In that work, spatiotemporal distributions of Ti I and TiO
spectral radiation intensities were detected by 2D OES method [15, 23]. Furthermore, the
spatiotemporal distribution of Ti excitation temperature was inferred from the 2D OES
results for Ti I spectral lines [24]. Based on those results, fundamental information of
feedstock evaporation and precursor formation and these transportation processes were
investigated with the possibility of nucleation during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis.
This chapter describes the spatial estimation results of Ti excitation temperature TTiex
and the Ti vapor admixture ratio XTi during Ti feedstock injection into the ICTP torch.
Both TTiex and XTi, estimated simultaneously, are fundamentally important to study the
properties of the thermal plasma with Ti feedstock. First, for this estimation, 2D OES was
conducted for Ti I and Ar I atomic spectral lines. Secondly, the emission coecients of Ti I
and Ar I atomic lines were calculated theoretically as a function of temperature and XTi.
Thirdly, the spatial distributions of TTiex and XTi were evaluated from 2D OES results and
from the theoretically calculated emission coecients. Finally, the spatial distributions of
particle number densities were also estimated for Ar atom, Ti atom, and electrons. Results
show that the Ti excitation temperature is lower at the on-axis region in the ICTP torch
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Fig. 6.1: Experimental apparatus using an ICTP torch.
with a low Ti vapor admixture ratio, whereas TTiex is higher in the o-axis region with a
high Ti vapor admixture ratio. In addition, the electron density is also estimated as higher
in the o-axis region in the ICTP torch.
6.2 Experimentals
6.2.1 Experimental congration
The experimental conguration was almost identical to that reported in our previous
work [24]. Figure 6.1 depicts the ICTP torch used in this work. The eight-turn of induction
coil is installed around a cylindrical quartz tube. The coil is connected to an inverter
power supply via a matching circuit. The rf current from the power supply produces an
electromagnetic eld. This electromagnetic eld generates the rf thermal plasma inside the
quartz tube of the ICTP torch. The feedstock is injected directly into the thermal plasma
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through a water-cooled feeding tube inserted from the top of the torch head to the thermal
plasma. The reaction chambers and the collection lter are installed downstream of the
ICTP torch. Details of these experimental congurations are available in earlier reports of
the literature [8, 24].
6.2.2 Experimentals conditions
Table 6.1 shows the experimental conditions of Ti feedstock injection into the Ar ICTP
torch. The time-averaged input power from the inverter power supply was xed at 20 kW.
The fundamental frequency of the coil-current was 304 kHz. Pure Ar gas was injected
into the torch as a sheath gas. The Ar sheath gas ow rate was xed at 90 Lmin 1.
Molecular gas was not added for the fundamental investigation of Ti feedstock evaporation
and distribution of the feedstock vapor in the ICTP torch. For this experiment, the Ti
feedstock was injected continuously into the Ar ICTP torch. Pure micro-size Ti powder
(TILOP-45; Osaka Titanium Technologies Co. Ltd.) was used as the feedstock. Feedstock
was injected continuously into the ICTP torch with Ar carrier gas. The Ar carrier gas ow
rate was set to 4 Lmin 1. The feedstock feeding rate was adjusted about 1.0 gmin 1. This
feedstock feeding rate is lower than that used in our earlier work investigating large-scale
nanopowder synthesis [8]. The low feeding rate conditions were selected to investigate the
fundamental behavior of feedstock evaporation and feedstock vapor in the ICTP torch.
6.2.3 Optical emission spectroscopy setup
First, a wavelength-resolved OES was conducted for the below coil-end region to conrm
the atomic spectral lines and the contribution of the continuum spectra. Figure 6.2 depicts
OES results at 20 mm below the coil-end for wavelengths between (a) 430{830 nm and
(b) 430{530 nm. Figure 6.2 shows that many atomic spectral lines for Ar I and Ti I were
detected at the region below coil-end. In addition, the radiation intensity of the continuum
spectra was much lower than that of Ar I and Ti I spectral lines. Consequently, the inuence
of continuum spectra can be negligible for the determination of temperature and Ti vapor
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Fig. 6.2: OES spectra for the region below the coil-end (a) =430 nm to 830 nm, and (b)


















Fig. 6.3: 2D OES region in this work.
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Table 6.1: Experimental conditions.
Time-averaged input power 20 kW
Fundamental frequency of the coil current 304 kHz
Modulation Non-modulation
Pressure 300 Torr (40 kPa)
Gas composition Ar: 90 Lmin 1
Carrier gas ow rate Ar: 4 Lmin 1
Quenching gas Non-injection
Powder feed rate gpow 1.0 gmin 1
Feedstock 100 wt%Ti powder
d = 27 m, d <45 m
The 2D OES measurements were conducted using a 2D OES system (AN-IMC-DD;
An Inc.). Details and principles of 2D OES measurement system are available in the
literature and in our earlier work [24{26]. This 2D OES system consists of an objective lens
(AF Zoom-Nikkor 80-200 mm f/2.8D ED; Nikon Corp.), an imaging spectrometer (Acton
Spectra Pro 2300i; Princeton Instruments, Inc.), and a high-speed video camera (GX-8;
NAC Image Technology Inc.), as portrayed in Fig. 6.3. The observation region was set to
approximately 44  55 mm2 region below the coil-end, as shown in Fig. 6.3. The diraction
grating of the imaging spectrometer was 1200 groovesmm 1 with a blaze wavelength of
750 nm. The wavelength resolution of 2D OES system was 0.8 nm, which is quite higher
than that for a conventional 2D OES system consisting of optical interference bandpass
lters. In this work, two Ti I spectral lines were observed at wavelengths ()=453.32 nm
and =521.04 nm to estimate Ti excitation temperature distribution in the ICTP torch.
In addition, an Ar I line was observed at =811.53 nm to use for determination of the Ti
vapor admixture ratio distribution. Figure 6.2 shows that these atomic lines were selected
based on the OES result. A high-speed video camera was used to capture optical 2D images
of the specied spectra. The frame rate of the high-speed video camera was set to 1000
frames per second. Accumulation and averaging were conducted four times to reduce the
contribution from a noise signal. These 2D OES conditions are summarized in Tab. 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Two-dimensional spectroscopic observation conditions.
Observation area 44  55 mm2 region below the coil end
Diraction grating 1200 groovesmm 1
Wavelength resolution 0.8 nm
Spectral lines observed Ti I (453.32 nm) and Ti I (521.04 nm)
Ar I (811.53 nm)
Frame rate for high speed 1000 fps
video camera
The Ti excitation temperature was estimated using a two-line method for two Ti I atomic
spectra [24]. The Ti vapor admixture ratio was ascertained from the radiation intensity
ratio between Ti I line at =521.04 nm and Ar I line at =811.53 nm ITi@521=IAr@811.
Details of the determination procedure are described in the following sections.
6.3 Determination procedure
6.3.1 Determination of Ti excitation temperature
The Ti excitation temperature was estimated using our two-line method from the two
observed Ti I atomic lines at =453.32 nm and =521.04 nm. The local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE) was assumed to estimate Ti excitation temperature. The radiation in-
tensity of Ti I spectral line at =453.32 nm (ITi@453) is superimposed from the contributions
of two Ti I spectral lines at =453.3240 nm and =453.4776 nm, whereas the radiation
intensity ITi@521 is obtained from a Ti I spectral line at =521.04 nm. Consequently, the



























where k is the Boltzmann constant, pq, kl and mn respectively represent the wavelength
for Ti I atomic spectra at 453.3240 nm, at 453.4776 nm and at 521.0384 nm, gp, gk and
gm respectively denote the degeneracies of the upper energy level for the Ti I spectral
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lines, Apq, Akl, Amn respectively signify the transition probabilities for Ti I spectral lines,
and Ep, Ek and Em denote the upper energy levels for the respective Ti I spectral lines.
These physical data were collected from an NIST database [27]. The estimated TTiex was
treated as an almost identical value to that of the heavy particle temperature assuming
an LTE condition. For the thermal plasma, the collision frequencies for electron { heavy
particles and heavy particles { heavy particles are much higher than those for non-thermal
plasmas because of the higher electron and heavy particle temperatures and the higher gas
pressure. Because of these high collision frequencies, the thermal plasma produces a nearly
LTE condition. Consequently, the population at excited states follows the Boltzmann
distribution in many cases of thermal plasma [13,24]
Regarding the estimation of TTiex , the contribution from continuum spectra was neglected
because of its lower radiation intensity, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
6.3.2 Denition of the Ti vapor admixture ratio
The Ti vapor admixture ratio XTi was ascertained from 2D OES results for Ti I atomic
lines and an Ar I line. The quantity XTi is dened as the total molar ratio of titanium-
containing species, as presented in the following expression:
XTi =MTi +MTi+ +MTi2+ (6.2)
where MTi, MTi+ , and MTi2+ respectively denote the molar fraction of Ti atom, Ti
+ and
Ti2+ ions, respectively. Here, Ti3+ ion was neglected because of its high ionization poten-
tial [27]. The following assumptions were adopted to ascertain XTi: (a) LTE, (b) constant
pressure, and (c) optically thin. The Ti vapor admixture ratio was determined according
to the owchart portrayed in Fig. 6.4. The quantity XTi was determined by the compari-
son between experimentally obtained radiation intensity ratio and theoretically calculated
emission coecient ratio between Ti I and Ar I. Emission coecients were calculated from
computed equilibrium particle composition for the Ar-Ti system as described in the follow-
ing section.






























OES measurement for Ti I & Ar I
Fig. 6.4: Flowchart to determine Ti excitation temperature and Ti vapor admixture ratio.
6.3.3 Equilibrium particle compositions
The equilibrium particle compositions for Ar{Ti system were calculated as a function of
temperature andXTi. Minimization of the Gibbs's free energy of a system was performed to
calculate the equilibrium particle composition [15]. For calculations, XTi was changed from
10 9mol%Ti to 99mol%Ti. These calculations were conducted under constant pressure at
300 Torr (40 kPa). Figure 6.5 presents the calculated equilibrium particle compositions
for the Ar-Ti system in the respective conditions of (a) 1 mol%Ti and (b) 10 5mol%Ti. The
condition of 1 mol%Ti corresponds to non-dilute Ti vapor admixture condition, whereas
the condition of 10 5mol%Ti corresponds to the dilute Ti vapor admixture condition.
In panel(a) for the 1 mol%Ti admixture condition, particles of all kinds are ionized at
temperatures higher than 10000 K. At temperatures below 5000 K, the number density
of Ti+ ion is high, although the number density of Ar+ ion is low. This dierence occurs
because of the lower ionization potential of Ti atom (6.83 eV) compared with that of Ar
atom (15.76 eV). In addition, the density of Ti+ density is almost equal to the electron
number density. Consequently, most of the electrons are supplied because of ionization of Ti
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atoms at temperatures below 5000 K. Panel (b) presents calculation results for the dilute Ti
vapor admixing condition. In this case, the number density of electrons is almost identical,
with Ar+ density at temperatures over about 4500 K, although it is almost identical with
Ti+ density at temperatures below about 4500 K. Consequently, electrons are supplied
because of Ar atom ionization at temperatures higher than approximately 4500 K and Ti
atom ionization at temperatures below about 4500 K. However, the electron density is lower
than that for 1 mol%Ti condition because of the low Ti vapor admixture ratio and high
ionization potential of Ar atom.
6.3.4 Procedure for determination of the Ti vapor admixture ra-
tio and particle number densities
The Ti vapor admixture ratio was determined by the comparison between experimentally
obtained radiation intensity ratio and theoretically calculated emission coecient ratio
between Ti I and Ar I. In the determination of XTi, the equilibrium particle composition
of Ar-Ti system was rst calculated as a function of temperature and XTi, as shown in
Fig. 6.5. From the calculated particle compositions, the emission coecient ratio of Ti I
line at  = 521.04 nm and Ar I line at  = 811.53 nm, i.e. "Ti@521="Ar@811 was calculated
as a function of temperature T and XTi. The emission coecient ratio "Ti@521="Ar@811 was


























where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, nTi and nAr respectively denote
the number densities of Ti and Ar atoms, ZTi and ZAr respectively represent the partition
functions of Ti and Ar atoms, Ti@521 and Ar@811 respectively signify the spectral wave-
lengths of Ti I at 521.0384 nm and Ar I at 811.53 nm, gTi@521p and g
Ar@811
p respectively
represent the degeneracies of the upper energy levels for Ti I and Ar I spectra, ATi@521pq
and AAr@811pq respectively signify the transition probabilities for Ti I and Ar I spectra, and
ETi@521p and E
Ar@811
p respectively represent the upper energy levels for Ti I and Ar I spec-
tra. The number densities of Ti and Ar atoms were collected from calculation results of
equilibrium particle compositions for Ar-Ti system.































































Fig. 6.5: Equilibrium particle compositions for Ar-Ti system at pressure of 300 Torr: (a)
1 mol%Ti and (b) 10 5mol%Ti.
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Fig. 6.6: Emission coecient ratio between Ti I@521.04 nm and Ar I@811.53 nm as a
function of temperature and Ti vapor admixture ratio.
Figure 6.6 shows the emission coecient ratio calculated as a function of temperature T
and XTi. The calculated "Ti@521="Ar@811 was treated as the same value of ITi@521=IAr@811 on
the assumption of optically thin character. From the OES results, TTiex was estimated using
two-line method for Ti I radiation intensities, as described in section 6.3.1. The radiation
intensity ratio ITi@521=IAr@811 was determined. The value XTi was estimated from Fig. 6.6
with TTiex and ITi@521=IAr@811. If the temperature and ITi@521=IAr@811 are, respectively, 6.0
kK and 4.0, then XTi is estimated as about 10
 2mol%Ti according to Fig. 6.6.
The number densities of Ar atom nAr, Ti atom nTi and electron ne were also determined
using estimation results of TTiex and XTi. Figure 6.7 depicts (a) the Ar atomic number
density, (b) the Ti atomic number density, and (c) the electron density calculated as a
functions of temperature T and XTi. These relations were obtained from calculation results
of equilibrium particle composition for the Ar-Ti system. The particle number densities
were determined from Fig. 6.7. If the temperature and XTi are determined respectively as
6.0 kK and 10 2mol%Ti, then nTi is estimated as about 41017 m 3 from Fig. 6.7. This
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Fig. 6.7: Particle number densities as a function of the temperature and Ti vapor admixture
ratio: (a) number density of Ar atom, (b) number density of Ti atom, and (c) electron
density.












































































Fig. 6.8: 2D OES results for Ti I and Ar I atomic spectra: (a) Ti I (=453.32 nm), (b)
Ti I (=521.04 nm), and (c) Ar I (=811.53 nm).
estimated number density including density of Ti atoms in the ground state and all the
excited states. The Ar atomic number density and electron density are ascertained using
the same procedure.
In this experiment, the Ar carrier gas was injected with Ti feedstock into the central
axis region in the ICTP torch. Consequently, the Ar atomic number density certainly
increases at the central axis region in the ICTP torch. From the reason represented above,
the validity of this estimation method was discussed from the estimation results of the Ar
atomic number density distribution.
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6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Spatial distribution of Ti I and Ar I radiation intensities
Figure 6.8 portrays the 2D OES results obtained for two Ti atomic lines and one Ar
atomic line. Panels (a) and (b) respectively present the spatial distribution of Ti I radiation
intensities at wavelengths of 453.32 nm and 521.04 nm. Panel (c) depicts spatial distribution
of Ar I radiation intensity at the wavelength of 811.53 nm. In panels (a){(c), the coil-end
and torch-end positions are illustrated with axial coordinate z and radial coordinate r. The
radial position r = 0 mm roughly corresponds to the central axis of the ICTP torch.
As shown in panel (a), radiation intensity of Ti I at 453.32 nm was detected in the region
of about jrj < 15 mm. The radiation intensity of Ti I was increased at the downstream
region of ICTP torch. This Ti I radiation intensity suggests that Ti atomic vapor existed
in the region of about jrj < 15 mm. A similar spatial distribution of radiation intensity
was obtained for Ti I at 521.04 nm as shown in panel (b). However, details of the radiation
intensity distribution diered because the excited state of these spectra dier. In this
experiment, Ar gas was injected into the ICTP torch as sheath gas. Consequently, Ar I
radiation intensity was detected at the whole region in the ICTP torch in contrast to
the radiation intensity of Ti I spectral lines, as shown in panel (c). The Ti excitation
temperature was estimated from 2D OES result for Ti I atomic lines. However, Abel
inversion was not adopted to estimate TTiex because of the non-complete axis-symmetric
structure of Ti I radiation intensities. Abel inversion for non-complete axis-symmetric
structure produces a large error of over 2000 K [24]. In contrary, the temperature error
without Abel inversion is less than 1000 K, especially for central axis region [24].
6.4.2 Spatial distribution of Ti excitation temperature
The Ti excitation temperature TTiex was estimated using the two-line method for two Ti I
radiation intensity distributions.
Figure 6.9 portrays (a) spatial distribution of Ti I at 453.32 nm and (b) TTiex in the ICTP
torch. In panel (b), the black region corresponds to the region in which TTiex was unable to
be estimated because of its extremely low Ti I radiation intensity. In addition, the region




















































Fig. 6.9: Determination result for spatial distribution of Ti excitation temperature: (a)
Ti I (=453.32 nm) and (b) Ti excitation temperature TTiex .
in which TTiex was estimated as below 2500 K is shown in black because of a lack of accuracy
in the determination of temperature.
In Fig. 6.9 (b), TTiex around on-axis (r 0 mm) was estimated as about 2500{4000 K,
which is lower than TTiex estimated at o-axis region (jrj 5{10 mm). For this experiment,
the Ti feedstock powder was injected into the on-axis region with low-temperature Ar
carrier gas (T 300 K). Furthermore, the injected Ti feedstock was evaporated in the on-
axis region. Then, evaporation of the Ti feedstock consumes energy at the on-axis region.
Consequently, on-axis temperature can be quenched because of Ar carrier gas injection and
decreased by feedstock evaporation. The similar temperature drop caused by feedstock
loading is reported from the numerical simulation of copper feedstock evaporation in Ar
ICTP torch [16]. However, the TTiex estimated at the o-axis region was higher than 4500 K,
which is higher than the on-axis temperature. The reason for the higher temperature in
o-axis region is the contribution of induction heating by eddy current in the ICTP torch.
The contribution of induction heating is discussed in section 6.4.4.
6.4.3 Estimation result of Ti vapor admixture ratio
The Ti vapor admixture ratio was estimated from the estimation result of TTiex and radia-
tion intensity ratio between Ti I at 521.04 nm and Ar I at 811.53 nm. Figure 6.10 portrays































































Fig. 6.10: Estimation result for spatial distribution of Ti vapor admixture ratio: (a) Ti I
(=453.32 nm) and (b) Ti vapor admixture ratio XTi.
a spatial distribution of the Ti vapor admixture ratio in the ICTP torch. The Ti vapor
admixture ratio was estimated as 10 9mol%Ti{99mol%Ti. The Ti vapor admixture ratio
less than 10 9mol%Ti is shown as black.
The Ti vapor admixture ratio was estimated asXTi 10 8mol%Ti at the upstream region
of the on-axis (z 10{20 mm), which was elevated along with increasing axial position. For
the downstream region at the o-axis, XTi was estimated as 10
 6{10 3mol%Ti, which was
much higher than XTi in the upstream region. These estimation results show clearly that
most of injected Ti feedstock was gradually evaporated during its transportation toward
downstream region in the ICTP torch without instantaneous evaporation. In addition, the
feedstock was diused toward the o-axis region. Then it was evaporated eciently at the
high-temperature region in the o-axis.
The admixing of high-density Ti atomic vapor changes the plasma composition and
plasma properties such as electrical conductivity signicantly. The inuence of Ti feedstock
vapor admixing on temperature was discussed in the next section based on the estimation
result















































































































Fig. 6.11: Spatial distribution of particle number densities: (a) Ar atomic number density
nAr, (b) Ti atomic number density nTi, and (c) electron density ne.
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6.4.4 Estimation result of particle number density
The particle number densities were also determined from the estimation result of TTiex
and XTi. Figure 6.11 presents estimation results of (a) Ar atomic number density nAr, (b)
Ti atomic number density nTi and (c) electron density ne.
From panel (a), the number density of Ar atom was estimated as higher at the on-
axis region in the ICTP torch. The reason for the high Ar number density is injection
of Ar carrier gas into the on-axis region. The distribution of nTi revealed a quite similar
distribution of XTi shown in Fig. 6.10 (b). This similarity occurs because nTi is almost
proportional to XTi, as portrayed in Fig. 6.7.
The Ti atomic number density was estimated as about 1010{1013 m 3 at the on-axis region
and as about 1013{1015 at the o-axis region. In this experiment, Ti feedstock was injected
continuously into the torch with the feeding rate of about 1.0 gmin 1 (approximately
3.5  10 7 mol ms 1), as indicated in the experimental condition. Consequently, the
number of about 1017 Ti atoms can be supplied into the ICTP torch every millisecond if
the injected Ti feedstock is evaporated completely. However, nTi was estimated as much
lower than 1017 in the ICTP torch. This result implied that injected Ti feedstock was not
evaporated completely in the Ar ICTP torch. As shown in panel(c), ne was estimated as
approximately 1014{1016 m 3 at the on-axis region and as 1017{1020 m 3 at the o-axis
region. The distribution of ne was a quite similar distribution of XTi and nTi. In the case
of the Ar{Ti system, most electrons are supplied by ionization of Ti atom because of the
lower ionization potential of Ti atom (6.83 eV) compared to that of Ar atom (15.76
eV), as presented in Fig. 6.5. Consequently, electron density increased with increased Ti
vapor admixture ratio.
According to the Chapman{Enskog method, electrical conductivity  is proportional to
ne [28]. In addition, the current density of eddy current j is expressed as j = E according
to Ohm's law, where E is the electric eld. Therefore, the current density j was increased
at the o-axis region, resulting in enhancement of Joule heating. However, it is noteworthy
that Ti vapor admixing elevates the radiation loss simultaneously. Consequently, the tem-
perature increase is limited by energy balance between Joule heating and radiative energy
loss.
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6.5 Summary
The two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy (2D OES) was conducted during
Ti feedstock injection into the Ar ICTP torch. The spatial distribution of Ti excitation
temperature, Ti vapor admixture ratio, and number densities of Ar, Ti atoms, and electrons
were estimated from the 2D OES results for Ti I and Ar I atomic lines. The estimation
results demonstrated that high temperatures are maintained because of Joule heating at
the o-axis region and that the injected Ti feedstock is eciently evaporated in the high-
temperature o-axis region.
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In this thesis, a unique synthesis method using inductively coupled thermal plasma
(ICTP) was investigated for large-scale production of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder. The
ICTP method is useful to synthesis high purity nanopowder in very short time cycle,
while this method has also disadvantages for controllability of synthesized nanoparticle
and production eciency. We developed a unique synthesis method using pulse-modulated
induction thermal plasma in order to overcome these disadvantages.
In ICTP method, nanopowder is synthesized via feedstock evaporation, precursor forma-
tion, nucleation and nanoparticle growth processes. The clarication and understanding
of these processes are necessary to increase nanopowder synthesis rate more. The PMITP
should be controlled based on investigation results to facilitate these processes. From above
reasons, nanoparticle synthesis process was visualized to discuss about nanoparticle syn-
thesis process mainly feedstock evaporation and nucleation of nanoparticle in the ICTP
torch. The two-dimensional optical emission spectroscopy (2D OES) measurement was
used to investigate these topics. From 2D OES measurement results, feedstock evapora-
tion, precursor formation, nucleation possibility. In addition, the admixing of feedstock
vapor changes plasma properties and stability markedly especially in case of using metal
feedstock. Therefore, spatial distribution of feedstock vapor admixture ratio was also de-
termined.
In this chapter, the results derived in this thesis are briey summarized as following
sections.
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7.2 Summary of results
7.2.1 Large-scale synthesis of Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder
In this chapter, a unique large-scale synthesis method for Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopow-
der was developed using pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma with time-controlled
feedstock feeding method, i. e. PMITP+TCFF method. In this method, the feedstock
injection was synchronized with coil-current modulation of PMITP system, that is, Al
and Ti feedstock mixture was injected into the PMITP torch only during on-time of coil-
current modulation. The PMITP and synchronized feedstock injection enables heavy-load
feeding of feedstock powder to the thermal plasmas for complete evaporation. Synthesized
nanopowder was analyzed using dierent methods including FE-SEM, XRD, BF-TEM with
TEM/EDX mapping. XPS and spectrophotometry. Results showed that Al3+ element was
doped in TiO2 structure. In addition, particle diameter of synthesized nanopowder was
varied depend on shimmer current level of modulated coil current. The production rate of
Al3+-doped TiO2 nanopowder was estimated to be about 400 g h
 1. This production rate
is 10 to 20 times higher production rate compared with conventional non-modulated ICTP
method.
7.2.2 Fundamental investigation of Ti feedstock evaporation in
the ICTP torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis
In this chapter, 2D OES measurements were conducted for an ICTP torch during TiO2
nanopowder synthesis. The single powder injection was performed into the ICTP torch
to fundamentally investigate the Ti feedstock evaporation process and to elucidate the
formation process of precursor TiO molecule. Spatiotemporal distribution of Ti atomic
line and TiO molecular spectra were simultaneously observed inside the plasma torch using
developed 2D OES system. The observation results showed that the injected Ti feedstock
was evaporated to form high density Ti atomic vapor in the ICTP torch. The generated
Ti atomic vapor is transported and diused by gas ow and density gradient. In addition,
TiO molecular vapor was generated almost simultaneously around only on-axis region in
the ICTP torch. In this experiment, low temperature Ar carrier gas was injected with Ti
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feedstock into the torch. Consequently, on-axis temperature may cooled down by carrier
gas injection and energy consumption due to feedstock evaporation. TiO molecules were
formed inside this cooled down region.
7.2.3 Eect of coil-current modulation on feedstock evaporation
and precursor TiO formation during TiO2 nanopowder syn-
thesis
In this chapter, eect of coil-current modulation on Ti feedstock evaporation and pre-
cursor TiO formation were fundamentally investigated from 2D OES measurement results
during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis using conventional ICTP or PMITP torch with contin-
uous or intermittent feedstock injection. In addition, an interpretation was suggested from
the 2D OES results for Ti feedstock evaporation and TiO formation in nanoparticle synthe-
sis using a PMITP with intermittent feedstock feeding. Results showed that coil-current
modulation and intermittent feedstock injection may enable ecient feedstock injection
and precursor TiO formation in the PMITP torch.
7.2.4 Spatial estimation of Ti excitation temperature in the ICTP
torch during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis
In this chapter, spatiotemporal distribution of Ti excitation temperature (TTiex ) was de-
termined from 2D OES during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis using conventional ICTP torch
with single-feedstock injection. The temperature is one of the fundamental information to
discuss feedstock evaporation and nucleation of nanoparticle. The spectroscopic observa-
tion results revealed that TTiex was estimated as 2500{4000 K around the central axis of the
ICTP torch, and as more than 4500 K in the o-axis region. In the on-axis region, TiO
was detected with high radiation intensity in the lower temperature region. These results
showed that TiO molecules are formed only in low temperature region around the central
axis of the ICTP torch. In addition, TiO molecular density could be high especially in
downstream region at central axis of the ICTP torch. Based on estimated temperature,
nucleation possibility was also investigated from determination result of saturation vapor
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pressure of TiO2 vapor. As a result, TiO2 nuclei can be formed inside the ICTP torch
during nanopowder synthesis using ICTP with single feedstock injection.
7.2.5 Determination of Ti vapor admixture ratio in the Ar ICTP
torch during Ti feedstock injection
In this chapter, the spatial distribution of the Ti vapor admixture ratio (XTi) was de-
termined together with TTiex from 2D OES during Ti feedstock injection into the Ar ICTP
torch for Ti nanopowder synthesis. The XTi is one important parameter aecting ICTP
properties such as its electrical conductivity. The value of XTi was estimated from the
radiation intensity ratio of the Ar atomic line to the Ti atomic line, and TTiex obtained from
2D OES observation. Furthermore the electron density (ne) was also determined from the
estimated results of TTiex and XTi through the equilibrium composition. These 2D OES re-
sults revealed TTiex as 2500{4000 K at around the central axis of the ICTP torch, although it
was higher than 4000 K in the o-axis region. In the o-axis region, XTi and ne were much
higher than in the on-axis region. In addition, neutral Ti atomic density (nTi) was also
determined from estimation results of TTiex and XTi through the equilibrium composition.
This estimated nTi is useful for quantitative discussion of Ti nucleation in the ICTP torch.
7.3 Scope of future researches
Nanomaterials receiving great attention in various elds because of their unique char-
acteristics. In this thesis, only Al3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticle and pure-TiO2 nanoparticle
were treated and synthesized. These nanoparticle has very simple spherical structure and
simple crystalline composition. Besides these simple structures, many kinds of nanoma-
terials have been investigated and studied for various applications. Thus, following topic
should be included as future work:
(1) Synthesis of composite-nanomaterials.
Synthesis of \Composite-nanomaterial" is one of the key point to progress nanotechnology.
Here \Composite" means synthesized nanomaterial consist of dierent two or more chemical
and crystalline structure. By the compositing, it is possible to compensate for disadvan-
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tages of material. For example, silicon (Si) nanoparticle is expected as next-generation
anode material for high capacity lithium ion battery. Silicon nanoparticle has high dis-
charge capacity compared with that of graphite used for the current electrode material.
However, silicon has less electrical conductivity because of semiconductor. To improve this
issue, for example, graphite-coated Si nanoparticle or carbon nanoparticle-supported silicon
nanoparticle are investigated. These composite nanomaterial suggest high capacity with
high electrical conductivity. Therefore, compositing is one of the way to use nanomaterial
more eciently.
For synthesize composite-nanomaterials, precursor formation and nucleation processes
have to be controlled in detail more. To control nanopowder synthesis process, following
points have to be investigated.
(2) Tomographic imaging of ICTP during nanopowder synthesis.
As shown in gure 3.5 in chapter 3, the structure of ICTP is not completely axisymmet-
ric. Thus, as already described chapter 5, Abel inversion cannot be adopted to estimate
local quantity of radiation intensity from observation result because Abel inversion for non-
axismmetric distribution may causes error. This problem decrease accuracy of measured
and estimated results. Therefore, analytical methods that do not assume axisymmetric
structure should be considered. In analytical method developed up to date, tomographic
imaging of plasma is one of very powerful method to obtain actual (local) radiation inten-
sity distribution. The tomographic imaging itself is a method often used for measurement
of plasma. However, few researches have been reported for combination of tomographic
imaging and 2D OES to obtain three-dimensional structure of specied wavelength. Thus,
the combination of tomographic imaging with 2D OES have to be carried out to the ICTP
or PMITP torch during nanomaterial synthesis.
(3) Discussion of thermal- and chemical- non-equilibrium during processing.
In this thesis, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) involving chemical equilibrium was
assumed to investigate inside the thermal plasma. The LTE assumption is frequently used
for atmospheric pressure thermal plasma because high collision frequency lead plasma to
equilibrium state under atmospheric pressure. However, in recent years it has been dis-
cussed that the high temperature plasma does not reach the complete-equilibrium state
during material processing. From the numerical simulation, it has also been reported that
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the deviation from the equilibrium state greatly aects the plasma properties, particle
composition and temperature eld of high temperature plasma. Therefore, it is better to
perform new measurement and determination taking into account non-equilibrium of high
temperature plasma.
(4) Clarication of nanoparticle growth process including agglomeration.
In this thesis, feedstock evaporation, precursor formation processes and nucleation pos-
sibility were mainly discussed during TiO2 nanopowder synthesis. The discussion and
investigation of these three processes are of course important for ecient and stable pro-
cessing, but the subsequent growth and agglomeration processes have to also be understood
because accurate control of particle size and prevention of agglomeration are the issues to
be improved. It is need to measure particle size in the reaction eld in order to investigate
nanopowder growth. The laser light scattering, dierential mobility analyzer, and cascade
impactor are considered as powerful and eective measurement method of particle size dis-
tribution. However for each measurement method, measurable size range is restricted due
to physical or technical limitation. This problem have to be noted to use these method.
